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TWO COPLANAR GRIFFlTH CRACKS MOVlNG IN A STRIP 
UNDER ANTIPLANE SHEAR STRESS 

A. N. DAS and M. L GHOSH (DARJEELING) 

I. Introduction 

In fracture mechanics, the problem of diffraction of elastic waves by cracks of finite 
dimensions in a strip of elastic material has been investigated by several authors. Srh and 
CHEN f 1] investigated the problem .of propagation of a crack of finite length in a strip 
under plane extension. The resulting mixed bounadry value problem was reduced to the 
solution of a Fredholm integral equation of second kind, which -was solved numerically. 
Closed form solution for a finite length crack moving in a strip under antiplane shear 
stress was also obtained by SINGH et al. [2]. As regards the dynamic crack problem, 
research has been restricted mainly to the case of a single crack because of the severe 
mathematical complexity encountered in finding solutions of two or more cracks. However, 
using finite Hilbert transform techniques developed by SRIVASTAVA and LOWENGRUB [3), 
LOWENGRUB and SRIVASTAVA [4] solved the statical problem of distribution of stress 
in an infinitely long elastic strip containing two coplanar Grillith cracks. The scattering 
of time-harmonic normally incident plane waves by two parallel and coplanar Griffith 
cracks in an infinite elastic medium has been studied by JAIN and KANWAL [5) and more 
recently by ITOU [6]. The problem of diffraction of elastic waves by two coplanar cracks 
moving steadily along the interface of two bonded dissimilar elastic media has recently 
been studied by DAS and GHOSH [7] using Hilbert transform technique. 

In this paper we have considered the problem of propagation of two complanar 
YOFFE [8) cracks moving steadily in an infinitely long finite width strip. Employing Fou
rier transform and finite Hilbert transform technique, closed-form solutions are obtained 
for two cases of practical interest. Firstly, the case when the rigidly clamped edges are 
pulled apart in opposite directions is considered. Secondly, we have treated the case when 
the lateral boundaries are subjected to shearing stresses. Exact expressions for the crack 
opening displacement and the stress intensity factors have been derived in both the cases. 
Finally, numerical results for stress intensity factors are presented graphically to show 
their variation with crack speed for different values of the lengths of the cracks. 

2. Formulation of the Problem 

We consider two cracks of finite lengths placed on the X -axis from -b to -a and from 
a to b with reference to the rectangular coordinate system (;t·, y, .:) which, referred to a 
fixed coordinate system (X. Y, Z), is moving with constant velocity u along X-direction 
within the strip of elastic material occupying the region -h' ::; )·· ::; h', as shown in Fig. l. 

In dynamic problem of antiplane shear, the non-vanishing component of displace-
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ment IV directed in the Z-direction satisfies the equation of motion 

o2 W 02 W 1 tJ2W 
<2·1) oX2 + oY2 = c~ W' 

where cz = (11/ p) 112 is the shear wave velocity and p is the density of the material. The 
non-vanishing components of stress are 

(2.2) 

y y' 

f----v_t --'"i 

0 x·--x 

z 
<' 

Fla. 1. Moving cracks in a strip under antiplanc shear. 

Using Galilean transformation x' = X - vt, y' = Y, z' = Z ,. t' = t, where (x', y', z') 
is the moving coordinate system shown in Fig. 1 and, next, introducing the dimensionless 
coordinates x, y,:: such that x' = xb, 'y' = yb, z' = zb, h' = hb, Eq. (2.1) reduces to 

cJ2W 82W 
(2.3) sz-8 2 + -8 2 = 0, 

X y 

with 

(2.4) 

3. Boundary Conditions 

We consider two basic problems of practical interest with diiTerent boundary condi
tions. 

PROBLEM 1. The edges of the strip y = ±h are assumed to be rigidly clamped and 
displaced laterally in opposite directions by an equal distance w0 , where wu is a constant. 
As a result, antiplane shear motion takes place in ::-direction, whereas cracks move in the 
x-direction and the boundary conditions are 

(3.1) W(x, ±h)= ±wu, -oo < x < oo, 
(3.2) CTyz(x,O)=O, cl<l:~:l<l, 

(3.3) W(x, 0) = 0, 0 S lxl < d, IJ:I > 1, 

where d = afb. 

·. 
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In order to apply the integral transform technique it is necessary to solve a different but 
equilvalent problem which can be obtained from the problem of a clamped strip (without 
any crack) subject to a uniform strain. The equivalent stress condition on the crack are 

JlW() 
(3.4) CTyz(x,O) = -h, d < lxl < 1 

and the displacem~nt must satisfy 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

W(x,O) = 0, 0 ~ lxl < d, lxl > 11 
W(x 1 ±h)::::;: 01 -oo < x < oo. 

PROBLEM 2. In this case uniform shearing stress p0 is applied to the upper and lower 
boundaries y = ±h of the strip. The equivalent problem in this case involves the appli
cation of the shear stress -p0 to the crack faces at y = 0. Accordingly, the boundary 
conditions are 

(3.7) 
(3.8) 

(3.9) 

O"yz (;r, ±h) = 0, -oo < X < oo, 

O"yz(x, 0) = -pu, d < I xi< 1, 

W(x,O) = 0, 0 ~ lxl < d, lxl > 1. 

4.Solutions of the Problems 

Due to the symmetry about (x, .; )-plane we need to consider the region 0 < y < h 
only. Employing 

( 4.1) 
!200 

Fc[A(O: ~ ~ x] = V; J A(~)cos(~x) d~, 
() 

and 

(4.2) F,[A(~): ~--. x] = {g fA(Osin(~x)d{, 
() 

we obtain the solution of Eq. (2.3) as 

(4.3) W(x~ y) = Fc[AI(O exp(-~ys) + Az(O exp(~ys): ~- x] 1 

with 

(4.4) uy:(x~y) = JtsFc[~{-AI(Oexp(-~ys) + Az(Oexp(~ys)}: ~---> x]. 

PROBLEM l. Using the expression for W(x 1 y) given in Eq. ( 4.3) in Eq. (3.6) we get 

A(~) 
AI(O = 1 ( ~I ) I - exp- zs 

Az(O ::::;: -A.(O exp( -~hs) 
1- exp( -~hs) 1 

where ..!(0 is to be determined. 
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From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) we find that A(~) satisfies the set of triple integral equations 

(4.5) Fc[eA(e)cth(ehs):e--x]= 
1

1
v0

, d<x< 1, 
IS 

(4.6) Fc[A(e): e __. x] == 0, 0 ~X< d, X> 1. 

Let us take 

I 

A(O = ~ q J gi(r) Sech2 (cr) sin(er) dr, e \1 ~ d . 
(4.7) 

It is clear that the above choice of A(O satisfies Eq. (4.6) if and only if 

(4.8) 
1 

J [JI(r)Sech2 (cr)dr = 0. 
d 

Equation (4.5) can be written as 

d w0 
(4.9) -d F,[A(O cth (ehs): e--. x] = -h ' d <X< 1. 

X S 

Inserting Eq. (4.7) in Eq. (4.9) and using the result [9] 

(4 .10) Joo cth(ehs)sin(er)sin(ex) de= !log I th(cx) + th(cr)l 
e 2 th ( CX) - th ( CT) 1 

() 

where c = « f2hs, we obtain 

I 2 

J cg1(r)Sech (cr)th(cr) dr __ wo 
d<z<l. 

d th2 (cr)- th2 (cx) hsSch2 (cx)' 
(4.11) 

Substituting th (cr) = T~o Eq. (4.11) is found to reduce to the form 

(4.12) 

where D1 = th(cd), I1 = th(c), X 1 = th(cx) and .A(Tt) = g 1(r). 
Using finite Hilbert transform [3], the solution of Eq. ( 4.12) is 

(4.13) ( ) _ A(T2 ) _ 2wo ch (cd) 
!/1 T - I -

«l1s(l- Tl) ch (c) 

rz- D2 
I I+ 

If- Tt 

+ l\1 
[(TI2- Df}(lf- 'fn)l/2' 

where the constant J\ 1 determined from Eq. ( 4.8) is found to be equal to 

(4.14) 

d < T < 1, 
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where q = Ur- Dt) 112 / I1 and F(¢ 1 k), JI(¢~ n, k) are elliptic integrals of the first and 
third kind, respectively. 

The expressions of displacement and shear stress on the plane of the crack are expres
sed as 

1 

(4.15) W(x,O) =; J 9t(r)Sech2 (cr)dr, d<x<1 
r 

and 

(4.16) . (·O)- J1
g1(r)Sech

2
(cr)th(cr)Sech(cx)d 

Uy: X, - JlSC 
2 2 T 1 

d th (ex)- th (cr) 
0 :S X< d, X > J 

Now, inserting Eq. (4.13) in Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), we obtain 

(4.17) IV(.t:,O) = _woch(cd) F(>., ) 1- []2 1- Jl 2' If(l- Dt)'q + 
[ { ( 

( 1r I[ - Dt ) ) } 
hscsh(c) q 1 F(;,q) 

where 

(4.18) 

Sin>. = 

+ ch
2 

(c) Jl (:.. I[- Dr )] 
ch2 

( cd) 
1 

1 - I[ 
1 

" ' 

I[- th2 (ex) 
I[- D[ 

th2 (ex)- Dr ch (c) ----.,::-'--'----'- - -- + 
th2 (ex)- I[ ch (cd) 

d <X< I, 

X> 11 
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where we have used the result 

1 . . 12J(d2- :2)(1- x2)' 

J. 1 t dt - 0 
d J(t2- d2)(1- t2) t2- x2 - , -7r 

· 2j(x2 - d2)(x2 - 1)' 

( 4.20) 

0 <X< c/, 

d <X< 1, 

X> 1. 

The stress intensity factor at x = 1 is given by 

(4.21) _ · V _ Jtwo · [ If- Dt Dt(l- It). 
811- hm2(x -I)uy:(a:,O)- hS h( d) 1 + J · 

x-t . ec c c 1 cft(Ir _ Df) 

. 1- II z' Ir(~- Dt), 'I , 

[ 

. ( 1r It - Dr ) ]] 
F(2,11) 

and the stress intensity factor at x = d is given by 

(4.22) 
JHVI)J Di(l - If) 

Std = lim j2(d- x)uy:(x,O) =- J · 
·x-d h c(Ir- Df) 

. [
1

- n(~. 1!!1~ ~o,q)]· 
F(i,IJ) 

Letting d = a/b = 0 in the expressions for displacement, stress and stress intensity factors, 
it can be easily shown that the results coincide with the corresponding expressions give'n 
by SINGH et a/. (2 ]. 

PROBLEM 2. In this case again we take the general solution of Eq. (2.3) as 

(4.23) W(x, y) = Fc[Ct(O exp( -~ys) + Cz(~) exp(~ys) : ~ ~ x ], 

and inserting it in Eq. (3.7) we find that 

_ D(O 
Ct(O- 1 t exp(-~hs)' 
Cz(O = D(€) exp( -~hs). 

1 + exp(-~hs) 
From Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) it is determined that D(O satisfies the following set of triple 

integral equation 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

Fc[~D(~).th(~hs):~~.z:]= ]lo, rl<x< I, 
II' 

Fc(D(O: ~ _.... x] = 0, 0 '5J < d, x > I. 
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Proceeding as in problem 1, we consider a trial solution 

I 

D(O = ~ t; J gz(r)ch(cr)sin(~r)dr. 
€V2d 

(4.26) 

4!!5 

With this choice of D(~), Eq. (4.25) will be satisfied provided the unknown function g2(r) 
in Eq. ( 4.26) satisfies 

(4.27) 
I 

J gz(r)ch(cr)dr = 0. 
d 

Now Eq. ( 4.24) can be written as 

(4.28) d Pu 
-d F,[D(O th(~hs): ~ ~ x] = -, d < x < 1. 

X Jl• 

Insertion of Eq. ( 4.26) in ( 4.28) and application of the result [9] 

J
c-:; th (~hs) sin(~r) sin(€x) I 1 1 I sh(cx) + sh(cr) I (4 2 9) c & = - og -.,...-:--.:;-.....---,-...;---7 

· • ~ "' 2 sh(cJ:)- sh(c·r) ' 
ll 

where c :;::;. « /2hs! gives 

I J cgz(r) Sh (2cr) dr = Po d < x < 1. (4.30) 
d sh2 (cr)- sh2 (cx) JlSCh(cx)' 

Substituting 12 = sh (cr), !2 = sh (c), Dz = sh (cd) and X 2 = Sh (ex) and proceeding as 
in problem 1, we obtain the solution of Eq. (4.30) as 

. 4po 
(4.31) gz(r) = --1-

rr•Jts 4=~ ~ RHI· ~~=~J.q") -F(;:.q")] + 

1\2 
+ ' 

v<T1- DD(If- rn 
where q' = (I~- Dn112/h q" = q' · th(c) and the constant K 2, as determined from 
Eq. ( 4.27), is 

J, 
f{ 

2 
= · 4po th (c) j 

« 2JisF ( ;. q') D2 

T}-Di(Il(~ Ii-D~ ") -F(~ ("))dT. 
I z _ T2 'J • 1z _ yz • q 1 • 1 2 

2 2 - 2 2 -

(4.32) 

The relevant displacement and stress components in the plane of the cracks may be written 
as 

I 

(4.33) W(x,O) = -i J gz(r)ch(cr)dr, d <X< 1, 
r 
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and 

(4.34) 
I 

(
. O) = ILSC I U2(r)sh(2cr)ch(cx) L 

rr yz X 1 ? ~ 2 ( T 1 

- d sh~ (ex)- sh (cr) 
0 :5 J~ < dl X> 1. 

Now using Eq. ( 4.31) in Eqs. ( 4.33) and ( 4.34) we obtain 

2po [II (4.35) W(x 1 0) = - h ( ) 
7r /LS C C 

:r 

{ n(~I~-D~ ")-F(~ ")} h( )d] 1\zP(>.'~q') x 2 I I~ - Tf 1 q 2 I q c cr T + c/2 1 

where 

sin>.' = 

(4.37) (" O) _ 2puch (ex) 
CTy: X, - - 71' • 

2 2 /, 
D2 - sh (ex) I. 
I£- sh

2 (ex) D
2 

rrps ch (ex )f{ 2 
for 0 < x <d. 

The stress intensity factor as x = 1 is given by 

( 4.38) ::h1 == lim V2(x - I )cry• (x, 0) = 2Pu I! - Di x F (~ r/') + 
:r-1 1r clzch(c) 2' 

+ 1r/LSf{z 

2Jc th (c)[/~- D~] 

and the stress intensity factor at x = d is given by 

(4.39) 

Again letting d == 0 in the expressions for displacement1stress and stress intensity factors, 
we obtain the corresponding results given by SINGH eta/. [2]. 

' 
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5. Numerical Results 

In this section we present the variation of stress intensity factors with ratio of crack 
speed v to shear wave speed c2 for both problems. The crack length dependence of the 
stress intensity factors and its variations with vjc2 have been shown in Figs. 2-5. Figures 2 
and 3 illustrate the fact that in Problem 1, the stress intensity factors at both the crack 
tips decrease with the increase in the distance between the cracks. 

a/h =0 ------------------
07 

30 

~0.6 

........... 
..... 

' \ 
' \ 

~- ~----------------------------------- \ .c: 
0.5 

0.1, 

03 

02 

0.1 

blh' =I 

\ 
\ 
I 
I 

FIG. 2. Stress intensity factor at the outer edge vs.ufc2 for Problem I. 

~ oa r-------a:.:.l.;.:n_=.::o;,.:..._~ 
3' 
~07 
Vi~ 

.c: 06 

05 

0.1, 

03 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

0.6 

0.8 

0.2 0.4 0.6 

blh' =I 

0.6 vlc1 1.0 

FIG. 3. Stress intensity factor at the inner edge us.usfc2 for Problem 1. 
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FIG. 4. Stress inten.~ity factor at the outer edge us. u / c2 for Problem 2. 

~,. 
~- l.t. 
c'· 

"' "' 
1.2 
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0.8 

o.61-------=o-~e ___ _ 
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FIG. 5. Stress intensity factor at the inner edge tls.v/c2 fm l'roblcm 2. 

13ut for the Problem 2, as seen from Figs. 4 and 5, it is fo~nd that the behaviour of the 
stress intensity factors at the crack tips is of difi'erent nature. In the Problem I, the stress 
intensity factors at both the crack edges decrease with the increase in the value of uj1~ 2 
and approach zero as ujc2 ~ l. But in Problem 2, the stress intensity factor ~Y:the ~ 
edge5increaset gradually with the increase in the value of t•/ c2 and approaches infinity as 
u/c2 i' ~~~·henHI!i the c'>rrespo~JciiRg vah:te Bt lRil iRRer edge gecrealles graduall)· to ;6ere 
with the ine1 ea5e in the valYil gf vje~. The dashed line in Fig. 2 and· Fig. 4 corresponding 

+ O.s Comj:>o.Y~d to the. C.'<ll'r42Spcn·'ld:"Y!9 'V'\Cl.h...c..Ye.. of problem I. 

~"' .!'Y) p"'"'bl-e~ ][. ·~ ~ fou.."'nd ma.t- lr).e, 1()\.,-ers: \Y)l.ell.siJi fo..clo'Ys 
~t- bo\1- ~ .e.o:iq-es c(ec:re.o..~e (.(Jjj~ lhe. ·,.,c.veo.~e ,·n 1\-)e.. vO\.ILtes o.f 
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to the stress intensity factors at the tip ·af a single crack as given by SINGH et a!. [2] for 
the case b/h' = L. 
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S'trl!SZCZl!nil! 

RUG! DWOCH WSPOI:.LINIOWYCH SZCZELIN GRIFriTHA W l'ASMIE 
W WARUNKACH ANTYI'I:.ASKIEGO STANU ODKSZTALCENIA 

Rozwazono przypad~.:k ustalonego ruchu dwoch szczclin o jcdnakowych dlugosciach b - a i wzajcmncj 
odlcglosci 2u poruszai<lcych sit; z ustalonq pn;dkosciq w plaszczyinic symctrii y = 0 pasma sprt;:Zystcgo ogra
niczoncgo plaszczyznami y = ±It'. Rozwa:lono przypadki, gdy pi<L~ZL'Z)'Zny tc Sil utwicrdzonc lub swobodnc od 
napn;zcri. IRozwi<jzania uzyskano w postaci zarnknh;tcj. Pr7.cdyskutowano i zilustrowano wykrcsami zalcznosci 
wsp{>lc7.ynnikuw intcnsywnosci napn;zenia w wicrzcholkach szczelin od prcdkosci ich propagacji i paramctrc\w 
gcomctrycznych 7.adania. 

Pe3JoMe 

JIHVI/1-\1·:111-H: JIB:>' X J..:OJIJIVIIH~APilbiX TPF:IIIVIII I'I'VI•I><I•Wl'A H IIOJI<:E 
B :-,:cJIOBV!JIX AIITVIIIJIOCKOI'O 1U:•l•OPI\H11'01:lAIIIIUI'O COCTOIIIIVIH 
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TWO CO·PLANAR GRIFFITH CRACKS MOVING 
ALONG THE INTERFACE OF TWO 

DISSIMILAR ELASTIC MEDIA 

A. N. DAS and M. L. GHOSH 

Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling, West Bengal 734430, India 

Abstract-In this paper, the distribution of stress and displacement due to propagation of two 
parallel and co-planar Griffith cracks with constant velocity under antiplane shear stress at the 
interface of two dissimilar elastic media arc presented. In the first case, cracks are assumed to 
propagate along the interface of two dissimilar infinite elastic half-spaces. In the second case, the 
problem of propagation of two co-planar Griffith cracks with uniform velocity at the interface of 
a layered composite has been treated. Cracks are assumed to be moving at the interface of a layer 
of thickness h and a semi-infinite substrate of different material. By the use of Fourier transform 
the problems have been reduced to the· solution of a set of triple integral equations which have 
been solved by using the finite Hilbert transform technique. In the second problem, analytical 
solutions up to the order h- 4

, where h ~I, have been derived for both the crack opening 
displacement and the stress intensity factors. Numerical results are also shown graphically. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ScATTERING of elastic waves by cracks located in a homogeneous, isotropic medium has important 
applications in geophysics and seismology. If the cracks are located at the interfaces of layered 
media, the study becomes more relevant. Scattering of elastic waves from an interface crack under 
antiplane strain was solved by Bostrom[\]. Srivastava et a/.[2] solved the problem of interaction 
of an antiplane shear wave by an interface crack. The problem of diffraction of Love waves by 
a crack of finite width in the plane interface of a layered composite has been solved by Neerhoff[3]. 
As regards the dynamic crack problem, research has been restricted mainly to the cases of a single 
crack because of the severe mathematical complexity encountered in finding solutions of problems 
involving two or more cracks. The diffraction of an anti plane shear wave by two co-planar Griffith 
cracks in an infinite elastic medium has been treated by ltou[4]. Lowengrub and Srivastava[S] 
treated the static problem of stress distribution in the presence of two co-planar Griffith cracks in 
an infinite elastic strip. The scattering of time harmonic normally incident plane waves by two 
co-plam1r Grinlth cracks was abo solved by Jain and Kanwal[6]. 

To our knowledge, the diffraction of elastic waves by two cracks moving along the interface 
of bonded dissimilar elastic media has not been investigated so far. In this paper we consider the 
problem of determining the distribution of shear stress in the neighbourhood of the cracks, moving 
along the interface of two bonded dissimilar elastic media. Two cases of practical importance have 
been considered here. Firstly, the case of two co-planar Griffith cracks moving along the interface 
of two semi-infinite dissimilar elastic media has been treated; secondly, the problem of propagation 
of two co-planar Griffith cracks along the interface of an elastic layer overlying a semi-infinite 
medium of different elastic properties has been considered. Employing Fourier transform we 
reduced these problems to solving a set of triple integral equations with cosine karnel and weight 
functions. These equations are solved using the finite Hilbert transform technique. In the second 
problem, analytical expressions are retained up to the order h -4, where h is the thickness of the 
upper layer, for deriving the dynamic stress intensity factors and crack opening displacement. 
Numerical results are also presented graphically. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

We consider two cracks of finite length to be placed along the X-axis from -1 to -c and 
c to I with reference to a set of rectangular coordinates (x, y, z) which, referred to a fixed coordinate 
system (X, Y, Z), are moving with constant velocity v along the X-axis, as shown in Fig. I. 
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y y 

vt 

-1 X 

Fig. I. Geometry and coordinate system. 

The coordinates are regarded as dimensionless, referring to the outer edge of the crack. In the 
dynamic problem of anti plane shear, there exists a single non-vanishing component of displacement 
in the Z-direction, W, = W,(X, Y, t), i = I, 2, where W1 and W2 are the displacement components 
along the Z-direction in media Y > 0 and Y < 0 respectively. In the absence of body force the 
equation of motion is 

(1) 

where b, = (JL;/p;) 112 (i = I, 2) are the shear wave speeds; p, are the densities of the materials and 
JL; are the shear moduli. 

Using Galilean transformation x =X- vt, y = Y, z = Z, t' = t, where (x, y, z) represents the 
translating coordinate system shown in Fig. 1, eq. (1) becomes independent of t and reduces to 

with 

Problem I 

2 alw, a2w,- o 
s, ox2 + oy2 -

3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

(2) 

(3) 

In this case the cracks are placed along the interface of two joined dissimilar elastic half-spaces 
and are moving along the interface with constant velocity v. The x-axis is taken along the interface 
of these media. The cracks are excited by a normally incident anti plane shear wave. The boundary 
conditions are 

[ty:(x, 0)] 1 = [ty,(x, O)h = -p, 

[ty:(x, 0)]1 = [ry:(x, O)h, 

W1 (x, 0) = W2 (x, 0), 

c<jxj<l } 

O~lxl<c, lxl>l .. 

0 ~ lx I< c, lx I> I 

Problem I now consists of solving eq. (2) together with the conditions (4). 

Problem II 

(4a-c) 

In this case two co-planar Griffith cracks of finite width are assumed to be moving with 
uniform velocity under antiplane shear stress along the interface of an clastic layer kept in welded 
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contact with a semi-infinite medium of different elastic properties. The boundary conditions of this 
dynamic antiplane problem are 

[t,,(x, 0)]1 = [t1,(x, O)h = -p, 

[t;,(x, 0)] 1 = [t,,(x, O)h, 

W1(x, 0) = W3(x, 0), 

[r,,(x, h)]1 = 0 

c<lxl<l 

O~lxl<c, lxl>l 

Oll!iilxl<c, 1~1>1 

-oo<x<oo 

Problem II now consists of solving eq. (2) together with the conditions (5). 

4. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM I 

Employing Fourier cosine transform, namely 

l<X> 2J<X> fc(e,y)= f(x,y)cos(~x)dx and f(x,y)=- .fr(e,y)cos(ex)d~, 
0 7t 0 . . 

we obtain the solution of eq. (2) as 

for y > 0 

for y < 0 

where si is the positive root of (3) and Ai(e) are unknown functions to be determined. 
From (6) and (7) we obtain 

2ttiSI lex> [r,,(x,y)]l = --- eAI(e)exp(-sley)cos(ex)de, for y >0 
' 7t 0 

Using (4a) and (4b) we get 

A2(e) = _lllSl A1(e). 
J.l2S2 

Therefore, the crack opening displacement Aw(x) is obtained as 

Aw(x)"= WI (x, o+)- W2(x, o-) 

= 
2
L f<X> A 1 (~)cos(ex)de, 

7t Jo c~x~l 

for y < 0. 

=0, O~x <c, x > 1 

where 

From (8) and (4a), 

Let us take 

EI'M 41/1-E 

L = lllSl + lllSl. 

.Jl2S2 

(Sa-d) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 
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Substituting (14) in (11) we see that this choice of A 1(~) leads to 

f h(t 2
) dt = 0. 

Inserting (14) in (13) we obtain 

pn 
2JJaSa, 

c<x<l. 

Using the finite Hilbert transform, the solution of (16) is 

where the unknown constant K', determined from (15), is 

K' = ...!!.._ (c 2 - E/F),· 
IJaSa 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

where F == F(n/2, q) and E = E(rc/2, q) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind 
respectively and q ==(I - c2) 1i2• 

The relevant expressions for the crack opening displacement and stress component at the 
interface are 

Aw(x) = L f.: h(t2
) dt, c < x < I (19) 

[ ( 0)] _2JJ1S1J1 th(t 2)dt 
'tyz X, I- 2 2 ' 

TC c X -t 
0 ~X< C, X> 1. (20) 

Substituting the values of h(t2 ) from (17} in (19) and (20) we obtain 

Aw(x) = Lp [E(A., q)- ~FF(A., q)], 
IJaSa . 

(21) 

where 

~ sin ). = V }::""C"2 (22) 

and 

(23) 

for x < c, (24) 

where we have used 

for 0 < x < c 

for c < x < 1 (25) 

for x > 1. 
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The stress intensity factors at the tips of the cracks x = 1 and x = c respectively are given by 

. p(l-EJF) 
K1 = hm vf2(x - 1)[-r,,(x, 0)]1 = J1=? 

....... 1- c2 
(26) 

(27) 

5. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM ll 

Employing Fourier cosine transform the solutions of the problem are sought in the form 

W2(x, y) = ~ f«> A3 (~)exp(s2 ey)cos(ex) de, 
7t Jo 

Using (28) we obtain the stress components as 

for 0 ~y ~ h 

for y < 0. 

2p1s1 i«> [-r,,(x,y)], =-- ~[-A,(e)exp(-s,ey)+A2(e)exp(s,ey)]cos(ex)de, for O~y ~h 
7t 0 . 

Applying (Sa), (Sb) and (Sd) we obtain 

p,s, AJ<e> =- [A2<e>- A, <e>J 
Jl2S2 

and 

We define the crack opening displacement ~w(x) as 

Aw(x) = W1(x, O+)- W2(x, o-) 

for y < 0. 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

= 2£, f«> t<e)cos(ex) de, 
7t Jo . C ~X~ 1 (32) 

=0, O~x ~ c, x > 1 

where 

(33) 

Therefore, by (Sc) and (Sa), /(e) is found to be the solution of the following triple integral 
equations: 

fo'"' /(e)cos(ex) de = o, 0 ~X< C, X> 1 (34) 

f«> lf(e)[I + M(eh)]cos(ex) d~ = 
2
pn , c < x < 1 Jo Jl1~ 

(3S) 

with 

(36) 
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Assuming 

(37) 

it is found from (35) and (36) that h(x 2) is the solution of the following Fredholm integral equation: 

h(x 2) + f h(.t2)K(x 2, t) dt = F(x 2 ), e < x < 1 (38) 

satisfying the condition 

(39) 

where 

(40) 

with 

(41) 

and 

(42) 

K" being an arbitrary constant determined by the condition (39). If we take h P. I, then, by 
substituting '1 = eh and expanding cos(qy/h), sin(qy/h) we may write (41) in the form 

( ) 
/ 0 I /1 t 2 2 _ 6 ) 

K 1 y,t =hf+J;i(t +3y )+O(h (43) 

where 

. (44) 

and hence 

(45) 

where k 2 = I - e2
• 

Integrating both sides of (38) with respect to x from e to I and using (39), we obtain 

K" = L [c 2
- ~] +.!. f1 

h(t 1 )K(t) dt 
fJlSl F F r 

(46) 

with 

K(t) = ~ [~: (E- e1F) + ~: {(t 1
- ~k 2 )(E- e1F)- c2(E+ F)+ 2E}J + O(h- 6

) 

where E and F defined by E = E(7t/2, q) and F = F(7t/2, q) with q = k are known as elliptic 
integrals of the first and second kind respectively. 

Hence, h(x 2
) must satisfy the integral equation 

(47) 
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where 

M(x2, 1) = 2t [/~ (x2- ~)+I~ {<t2 + !k2)(x2- ~) 
7tJ(x2 - c2)(1- x 2 ) h F h F 

+ 3x2 (x 2
- 1) + ~ + c2

-
2c; £}] + O(h - 6 ) (48) 

and 

Since h ~ l, and IM(x 2, t)i < 1, the solution of (47) may be written in the form 

where 

with 
. E 

C0 =I +c2 -2-
F 

C1 = k4/4C0 - (l + c2
) 

The relevant crack opening displacement and stress component at the interface are 

Aw(x)=L f h(t 2)dt, c ~x ~ 1 

2f'ISI [fl th(t
2) dt fl 2 J [r,,(x, 0)]1 = --.- · 2 _ 2 + h(t )K1 (x, t) dt , 

7t r I X r 
0 ~X< C, X> I 

where K1 (x, 1) is given in (41). 
Using (43) and eqs (50)-(53), we find that 

(49) 

(50) 

(54) 

(55) 
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Using the results given by (25), we get for 0 < x < c 

and for x > 1 

f
1 
th(t

2
)dt =.J!!!._[{t-/0 C0 + /~C~} x {E/F-x

2 + t}+ I,Co 
c t 2

- x2 2141.s1 2h2 4h4 X2 2h 4 

x {Jx4+i;2+c2_3C~c2+x2)-c.}]+o<h-6), <ss> 

where 

Using eqs (50)-(53) we obtain from (54), after integration, the crack opening displacement as 

A ( ) = pL [{t _loCo I~C~ + 211 Co(C1 - k
4
/2C0)} 

l.l.W X Jlt.St 2h2 + 4h4 

h/b = 2 
1.0 alb= 0.26 

b/b2. 0.6 
0.9 

v/b1 • 0.8 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 
.!;!: 
:E s 0.5 
<1 
:I: 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

00.28 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

X 

Fig. 2. Variation of crack opening displacement with x for 
problem II. 
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Fig. 3. Variation Qf crack opening displacement with x for 
problem II. 
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1.0 hlb = 2 

0.8 

0.6 
alb= 0.2 Q. 0.4 -... z 

0.4 0.6 

0.2 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

v/ b1 

Fig. 4. Variation of stress intensity factor at the outer edge with vfb1 for problem II. 

where 

(1=X2 
sin,l. =.y~· 

Substituting the results obtained in (56), (57) and (58) on the right hand side of (55) the stress in 
the plane of the crack can be derived and from it stress intensity factors at the crack tips can easily 
be found. 

We find that the stress intensity factor at x = I is given by 

N1 =lim J2(x- 1)(-r,.,(x, 0)]1 ...... 

1.0 h/b = 2 

0.8 

0.6 

.e: alb= 0.2 u z 
0.4 0.4 

0.6 
0.2 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Fig. S. Variation of stress intensity factor at the inner edge with v{b1 for problem II. 
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0.8 
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..I 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
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Fig. 6. Variation of stress intensity factor at the outer edge with vfb1 for problem II. 
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Fig. 7. Variation of stress intensity factor at the inner edge with vfb 1 for problem II. 

and the stress intensity factor at x = c is found to be 

N, =lim J2(c- x) [ty:(x, 0)] 1 
.'C .... t 

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we present numerical results for the stress intensity factors at the crack 
tips and also the crack opening displacements for different values of the layer thickness and the 
crack speed and for b1 fb2 = 0.6. The crack opening displacement is found to increase gradually 
with the increase in the value of the crack speed. Further, for a fixed crack speed, the crack 
opening displacement increases with the decrease in the value of the separating distance between 
the cracks. 

Vari11tion of the stress intensity factors at both crack tips with crack speed is depicted 
in Figs 4-7. It is interesting to note that stress intensity factors at both the crack tips increase 
very slowly at the onset with the increase in the value of vfb 1 but change rapidly and go to. 
infinity as v fb1 approaches 1. This fact becomes prominent as the layer thickness becomes 
large. 
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Abstract. In this paper. the three-dimensional problem of two coplanar Griffith cracks propagating uniformly in an 
clastic medium has been considered. Equal and opposite tractions which are triaxial in nature arc applied to the crack 
surfaces. The two-dimensional Fourier transforms have been used to reduce the mixed boundary value problem to the 
solution of triple integral equations. In order to solve the problem, the transformed surface displacement has been 
expanded in a series of Chebyshev polynomials which is automatically zero outside the cracks and also satisfies the 
edge Cl)nditil)ns. Fim1lly Schmidt method has bi!"en used to determine the unknown constants occurring in the series. 
Nllmericul cah:ulutions urc curried uut tu ubtuin the crack opening displacement and also the stress intensity factors 
for different values of the parameters. 

1. Introduction 

Yoffe [I] considered the problem of propagation of a crack of fixed length at a constant speed 
through a stretched isotropic elastic solid of infinite extent. In recent years, Yaffe's investigation 
was extended to include different types of materials and different material geometries. Sih and 
Chen [2] considered the problem of a uniformly propagating finite crack in a strip of isotropic 
dastic material. Recently Kassir and Tse [3] solved the plane stress problem of a moving 
Grit1ith crack in an inllnite orthotropic stressed medium by using integral transform technique 
and the same technique has been employed by De and Patra [4] to solve Yo!Te's problem in a 
stressed orthotropi~.: strip of finite thickness. • 

However all the problems mentioned above hav~·· been solved using the dynamic equations 
of elasticity in two dimensions. But practically in most instances, cracks are subjected to a ·state 
of stress that is triaxial in nature. Crack problems involving three-dimensional loading have 
generally not been attempted so far. 

Recently Angel and Achenbach [5] .derived the elastodynamics stress intensity factor for 
three-dimensional loading of a cracked half-space. Freund [6] also solved the three dimensional 
problem of the oblique reflection of a Rayleigh wave from the edge of a semi-infinite crack employ
ing a Wiener-Hopf technique. The problem of a uniformly propagating finite crack in an elastic 
medium has been solved by Itou [7] using dynamic equations of elasticity in three dimensions. 

Regarding the dynamic crack problem, research has been restricted mainly to a single crack 
because of severe mathematical complexity encountered in finding the solutions for two or more 
cracks. Recently Jain and Kanwal [8] presented the low-frequency solution of diffraction of 
normally incident longitudinal waves by two coplanar Griffith cracks in an infinite isotropic 
clastic medium. They used the finite Hilbert transform technique developed by Srivastava and 
Lowcngrub [9] to solve the mixed boundary value problem. Using a completely different 
technique IIou [10] solved the diffraction problem of clastic waves by two coplanar Grillith 
cracks in an infinite clastic medium. 
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In thi:> paper we have considered the problem of propagution of two coplanar Griflith cracks 
propagating sll:aJily with uniform velodty under three-dimensional loading. The application of 
two-dimensional Fourier transforms reduced this problem to that of solving triple integral 
equations in which the double Fourier transforms of the crack opening displacement appear as 
the unknown. In an attempt to solve the problem the transformed surface displacement has been 
expanded in a series of a function which is automatically zero outside the cracks. Finally the 
Schmidt method [II] has been employed to solve the integral equations. The dynamic stress 
intensity factors and the crack opening displacement have been evaluated numerically for 
various values of crack speed and distance between the cracks. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

Let (X, Y, Z) be a fixed rectangular coordinate system. Two coplanar Griffith cracks of infinite 
length but finite width located in the XZ-plane, the Z-axis being in the direction of the length of 
the cracks, are assumed to be moving steadily with velocity U in the direction of the X -axis. It is 
convenient to introduce Galilean transform x = X - UT, y = Y, z = Z, r = T where (x, y, z) 
represents the translating coordinate system shown in Fig. I. Referred to this moving system of 
the coordinate the cracks are assumed to occupy the positions b < lxl <a, y = 0, izl < oo. 

The equations of motion in the absence of body force are 

(2.1) 

y 

I 

/ 

Fi1J. /. 
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where u*. t'*, w* arc the displacement components, ;, and Jl arc Lame's constants and p is the 
material density. Using Galilean transformation 

X = X - UT, y = Y, z = z, t = T 

(2.1) reduces to 

. a (au cJll a~\.') (a 2
w o2

w o2 w) 2 a2
w 

(1. + Jll7" -::;-- + 7" + ""7"" + Jl -a 2 +-a z +-a 2 = pU -a 2' 
<': ex l'Y c: x y z x 

The stress components for the three dimensional problem are 

iJu (au ow) (au vv) 
a.c = (i. + 2JL)- + i. -:::-. + -;1 ; Txy = Jl :>y + :>.X , 

i"~x c•y oz u u 

- ( . ') iJv . (iJu OW)· (ow ov) 
rJ_,. ·- I. + -Jl) ~ + I. :1 + :>_ ' !>'= = Jl oy + az ' cy ~x u: 

(J = = v + 2Jl) C\1' + i. (av + au); r.¥: =. Jl (~liZ + Oa\xV)· cz C)' OX u 

The boundary conditions are 

(J)' 

2
- =- p(x,:), for y = 0, a~ /x/ ~ b, /z/ < oo, 
ll 

v = 0, for y = 0, /x/ > b, /x/ <a, /z/ < oo, 

<xy = 0 = '>·=· for y = 0, /xi< oo, /z/ < oo. 

3. Solution of the problem 

Using Fourier transformations viz. 

(2.2) 

(2.3. I) 

(2.3.2) 

(2.3.3) 

(2.4) 
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and 

I J"" I"' y(x, y, z) = (2nf - ''· - w g( ~' y, () e-i({x+~=l d~ d(, (3.1) 

· (2.2) reduces to 

{ 
c/

2 
2 M' -2 r2}- '( 2 1 ).I' dv ( 2 I ).I'Y - 0 -, - (~ - ~ )~ - ':. U - I IX - '>- - IX - '>':.IV = , 

~~ ~ 

1- . { cJ2 } d-·• ' til 2 2 2 2 • · 2 • IV -l~(::r-1)-+ IX --(1-M)~-( V-l(IX -l)c;-=0, 
dy dy2 dy 

(3.2) 

, t•r· . 2 I)Ydv {d2 (I M2);:2 2r2}· 0 -(:x-- ).;., ll- l(et - ':.- + -- - <, -IX <, IV= , 
dy dy 2 

with CJ:
2 = (i. + 2f1)/f1, {3 2 = p/fl and M 2 == {3 2 U 2

• 

Due to symmetry given in (2.4), we need to consider the region y ~ 0 only. The solutions of 
(3.2) in the region y ~ 0 can easily be found to be of the form 

(3.3) 

where 

(3.4) 

and 

(3.5) 

The transformed stress components Ox, Oy, i'xy, i'yz obtained from (3.3), (3.5) and (2.3) are 

(3.6) 
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Using the conditions (2.4.3) B 1 and B3 can be expressed in terms of A2 as 

(3.7) 

Hence we find that all the components of stress and displacement can be expressed in terms of 
the unknown function A 2 (~, (). Now insertion of (3.5) and (3.7) in v given in (3.3) yields 

(3.8) 

where i:0 is the transformed displacement on y = 0. 
Using (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain from (3.6) 

(3.9) 

Using the conditions (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) we obtain the following triple integral equations 

~Y = ~f-'" foG(~,()e-i~xd~ =- p(x,(), for a< lxl < b 
-II _n: - ,._ 

and 

ro =- fo e-i~., d~ = 0, I I" 
2n: - "'-

for lxl > b, lx/ <a (3. 10) 
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with 

(3.11) 

Taking p(x, z) as the even function of x, the solution may be assumed as 

~ .• _ ~ . , {- 1)"+ 
1 

• [ _ 1 {a+ b- 21xl}] 
lo(X,~)- L. £ 11 {1,) SID IICOS · b- , 

11=1 II Cl 
for a ::::; I xI ::::; b 

= 0, for 0::::; lxl <a, lxl > b, (3.12) 

where c,.(() are the unknown functions to be determined. 
Applying Fourier transformation on (3.12) we obtain 

~ (. r) 2n ~ (Y) . (a + b); nn) (b - a);) Vo <,, ~ = 7 ,.'::1 Cn ~ SID -2-.,- 2 J,. -2-., ' (3.13) 

where J ,.( ) are Bessel functions. 
Insertion of the expression (3.13) in the first equation of (3.1 0) yields 

2 .. t c.,(() t"J G(~, ()sin (a; be- l~1t)Jne; a e) cos(ex) cte = - p(x, (), for a< X< b. 
(3.14) 

Using the following results [12] 

a~ sin(nn/2) 
= ~====~~~~===-Jar- a~ [a1 +Jar- aD"' (3.15) 

and 

a~ cos(mr/2) 
=-r"7'==i-__;_~~==-

Jar- a~ [ai +Jar- a~]"' 
for a1 > a2 > 0, (3.15) 

. where 
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in (3.14) we obtain, 

L.,_ . [I"- {G(~. ') G(b, ')}[ (117t){ . (a + h + 2x ¢) .· (cl + b - 2x ~)} (. (<) --------- -- --- COS - Sin + Sin 
"~ " (j 2 2 2 ,~I 0 <, 

_ . ('m){ (a+ b + 2x ) (a+ b- 2x J:)}]J (~;:) ctJ: G(b, 0 s~n 
2 

cos . 
2 

~ + cos 
2 

., " 
2 

., ., + () 

-X [(~J/[ J(a + ~+2xy _ e; ay {a+ b
2
+ 2X 

J(a + b +2x) 2 (b- a) 2
}"] • { • _ 1(a + b- 2x) nn}/ + - -- + sm 11 Sin - -

2 2 b-a 2 , 

(3.16) 

where 

(3.17) -

Since the function G(~. W~ - G(b, Wb behaves as ¢- 2 f~r large ~. the semi-infinite integral on 
th~1 left hnnd side of (3.16) cun eusily be cvnluntcd by Filon's method. 

To solve (3.16) for unknown coefllcients c11 (') we adopt the Schmidt method [II] and write 
(3.14) as 

X' 

L c,(()F.((, x) = - /((, x), for a < x < b, (3.18) 
n=l 

where F 11 ((, x) and /((, x) = p((, x) -'are known functions. Let H.((, x)'s be a set of orthogonal 
functions which satisfy 

where 

N, = r H~((, x) dx. (3.19) 

Then 11,.(,, x)'s can be constructed from the functions F,((, x) in the following way 

(3.20) 
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with Ci, as the cofactor of the element ein of D,. which is defined as 

(3.21) 

err!• .......... e,, 

Now in terms of the set of orthogonal functions H,((, x), the function - f(C, x) can be expressed 
as 

IX> 

- /((, x) = L 11 1H1((, x). (3.22) 
i= I 

Substituting values of H,.(C, x) from (3.20) into (3.22), we obtain from (3.18) after some 
rearrangement 

(3.23) 

Comparing the coefficients of F,(C, x) from both sides of(3.23) we find 

(3.24) 

where 

(3.25) 

4. Stress intensity factors and crack opening displacement 

To evaluate the stress intensity factors at the vicinity of the crack ends we put x = b + r cos 0, 
y = r sin 0 for the stress intensity factor at the outer edge and x = a·- r cos 0, y = r sin 0 for the 
stress intensity factor at the inner edge. 

The required stress a0 given by 

(4.1) 

is to be evaluated f~r small values of r. 
Using asymptotic values of 
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for large values of ~. it is found that for small values of r 

' 
cos(-2n_+_1)n 

foo >=;;'7 • (a+ b nn) (b- a ) 4 e-.,;l-q ~y sm -e-- Jn -e cos(ex}de = - ----;~~=-
0 2 2 2: j4r(b- a) 

and 

. (ll1t) +sm 2 

. (111t) -sm 2 

( -1)" cos 0 + j1 - q2 sin2 0 
1- q2 sin2 0 

- (- I)" cos 0 + j I - q
2 siri 2 0 J O( 0 ) 

1 2 • 2 0 
+ r , for x > b 

- q sm 

(- 1 )" cos 0 + J 1 - q 2 sin 2 0 
1 - q2 sin2 0 

- ( - 1 )" cos 0 + J 1 - q2 sin 2 0 J ( 0 

1 2 • 2 0 
+ 0 r ); for x < a 

- q sm 

-( -1)" cos 0 + Jt - q2 sin2 0 
1 - q2 sin2 0 

. ·('m) ( -1)" cos 0 + j1 - q2 sin
2 

0 ]· 0 ) - sm -
2
. + O(r for x > b 

· 1 - q2 sin2 0 ' 

. ('l1t) +sm 2 

-( -1)"cos 0 + j1- q2 sin 2 0 
I - q2 sin 2 0 

(-l)"cos0+Jl-q2 sin 2 0] · 0 

1 2 • 2 0 + O(r ), -q sm 
for x <a. 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 
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Inserting (3.13) into (3.9) and taking inverse Fourier transform of (3.9) we obtain the stress 
intensity factor at x = b with the aid of (4.2)-(4.5) as 

and also the stress intensity factor at .x = a is found to be 

2 2 } 2j1 - M 2 cos 20 2- M2 
+ + . J -(2-M )cos 0- 2 Q2- 2 (P 1 -P2)sm2e · M · M 

where 

Qr = [ cos('~n) Jq; + ( -1)" cos e ± sin('~n) Jq;- (-I)" cos 0 ]/ CJ; l 
(i = I, 2) 

N = [ cos('~n) JcJ;- (-I)" cos 0 ± sin('~n) Jq; + (-I)" coso]/ 'i; 

and 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

It is to be noted that in (4.6) 0 =tan- 1 yf(x - b) whereas in (4.7) it is given by 0 =tan- 1 

y/(a- x). 
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Taking Fourier inversion of (3.12) we obtain the crack surface displacement as 

-r- (-l)•+l [ {a+b-2\x\}] 1 I"" . l'o(x,:) = L sin ncos- 1 - c.(()e-·~=d(, 
n; 1 ll b - Q 21t - ::c 

for a~ lxl ~ b (4.8) 

5. Numerical discussions 

In order to evaluate the stress intensity factors and crack surface displacement we take the 
function p(x, z) as 

p 
p(x, z) = 1 + d2 z2, 

where d governs the distribution of the applied force and P is a constant. Numerical calcul
ations have been done taking A.= p and d = 1. The semi-infinite integral in (3.16) is evaluated 
by Filon's method as the integral converges rapidly because of the rapid decay of the 
function 

{G(~. 0 G(c5, ()} -----
~ c) 

with the increase in e. Adopting the first seve·n terms of the infinite series given in the left hand 
side of (3.18) we used the Schmidt method to determine the coefficients c.((). For the check of 
accuracy the values of r.J; 1 c.(() F.((, x)/Pb and - f((, x)/Pb are given in Table I for (b = 0.0, 
0.2, M = 0.4 and for afb = 0.3, 0.4. 

From Table 1 it is clear that the Schmidt method is carried out satisfactorily. The values of 
c,(() are given in Table 2 for M = 0.4, afb = 0.4. 

The variation of stress intensity factor at the outer edge and at the inner edge with M is shown 
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively for 0 = oo, 18°, 36° and a/b = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4. Figure 2 depicts the 
fact that the value of stress intensity factor at the outer edge decreases with the increase in the 
values of afb, whereas from Fig. 3 it is evident that the stress intensity factor at the inner edge is 
of an opposite character. It increases with the increase in the values of afb. 

The variations of stress intensity factor both at the inner edge and outer edge with z have been 
presented in Figs. 4-7 for different values of afb, M and 0. The values of stress intensity factor in 
all the cases are found to decrease gradually with the increase in the values of z, which is 
expected from the physical standpoint. 

The variation of stress intensity factor corresponding to the circumferential stress a0 given by 
(4. I) with 0 at both the crack tips has been shown in Figs. 8-12 for different values of afb and M. 

It is known that there are several factors which contribute to crack curving and branching. 
One factor, of course, is based upon the criterion that a crack may propagate in a direction 
normal to the maximum tensile stress and it is interesting to note from Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, there 
is the possibility of curving and branching of the cracks at the outer edge at very low velocities 
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'/i1/l/,• /. 

:1• a/• x'b L c.,(~)F.t;. x)Pb · ((~. x)'l'h 

"'" I 

0 .. 1 . :1.14ll'JIJ:I 
0.4 -1140\1\15 
0.5 -3.1409\13 

0.3 0.6 -3.140996 
0.7 -3.140991 
O.H -3.140994 
0.9 -3.140993 
1.0 -3.140992 

0.0 3.140994 
0.4 -3.140995 
0.5 -3.140994 
0.6 -3.140994 

0.4 0.7 -3.140994 
0.8 -3.140994 
0.9 -3.140995 
1.0 -3.140994 

0.3 -2.572111 
0.4 -2.572113 
0.5 -2.572111 

0.3 0.6 -2.572116 
0.7 -2.572110 
0.8 -2.572113 
0.9 -2.572108 
1.0 -2.572106 

0.2 ---------------------2.572113 
0.4 -2.572114 
0.5 -2.572114 
0.6 - 2.57:!.114 

0.4 0.7 -2.572113 
0.8 -2.572113 
0.9 -2.572113 
1.0 -2.572113 

'/ilhf,. !. 

;11 !'d;J c,(() .. ,,;, 
0.0 -0.165871 X 101 -0,923569 X 10- • -0.759039 X 10- 8 

0.2 -0.135194 X, 101 -0,734980 X 10-• 0.10563S X 10- 1' 

0.4 -0.109342 X 10 1 -0.556495 X 10-• 0.357~14 X 10- 6 

3.0 -0.578184 X 10-J -0.601254 X 10- • 0.114694 X 10- ~ 

4.0 -0.182994 X 10-J 0.883491 X 10- 7 0.659423 X 10- I> 

5.0 -0.573139 X 10- • 0.489839 X 10- 1 0.342023 X 10-b 

9.6 0.366305 X 10- 5 ...:.0.816894 X 10-" -0.907244 X 10- 7 

9.8 0.362848 X 10- 5 -0.829789 X 10- 8 -0.938769 X 10- 7 

10.0 0.358409 X 10-S -0.843117 X 10- 8 -0.967438 X 10- 7 

of the cracks whereas from Fig. 9, Fig. II and Fig. 12 it is clear that for ajb = 0.3, the crack 
li.!IH.Is lo b~.:come curved at the inner edge for values of M about 0.65. 

Finally the crack opening displacement in the plane: = 0 has been shown by means of. graphs 
in Figs. 15 16 for di1Terent values of a/h and .l\•1. The variation of crack opening displacement 
with: for some fixed x for different values of A1 and a//1 has been depicted in Figs. IJ-14. 
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Three co-planar moving Griffith cracks in an infinite elastic medium 
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Abslrucl. The dynamic in-plane problem of determining the stress and displacement due to thn;e co·plmwr Grillith 
cracks moving steadily at a subsonic speed in a fixed direction in an infinite. isotropic, homogeneous medium LUH.ler 
normal stress has been treated. The static problem of determining the stress and displacement around three cu-plamar 
Griffith crucks in un infinite isotropic clastic medium has also been considered. In both the cases. employing Fourier 
integral trunsfllrlll, the problems have been reduced to solving a set of four integral equations. These integral equations 
have been solved using finite Hilbert transform technique and Cook's result [16] to obtain the exact form or crack 
opening displacement and stress intensity factors w,hich arc presented in the form of graphs. 

I. Introduction 

In fracture mechanics, scattering of elastic waves by cracks of finite dimension in an infinite 
clastic medium has been examined by several investigators. The problem of scattering of clastic 
waves from an interface crack was solved by Bostrom [1]. Srivastava et a!. [2] solved the 
problem of interaction of an anti-plane shear wave by an interface crack. The problem of 
diffraction of Love waves by a crack of finite width in the plane interface of a layered composite 
has been solved by Neerhoff [3]. Itou [4] solved the problem of diffraction of an anti-plane 
shear wave by two co-planar Grilfith cracks in an infinite clastic medium. The scattering of a 
time hurmonic normally incident plane wave by two co-planar Grillith cracks wus solved by 
Jain and Kanwal [5]. Itou [6] also solved the problem of stress concentration around two 
co-planar Grillith cracks in an infinite elustic medium. Yoffe [7] considered the problem of 
propagation of l.\ crack of fixed length at a constant speed through a stretched isotropic clastic 
solid of infinite extent. The problem of diffraction of horizontal shear waves by a moving 
interface crack has b~en solved by Nishida et a!. [8]. Recently Kassir and Tse [9] have solved 
I he plane stress problem of a moving Griffith crack in an infinite orthotropic stressed medium 
by using integral transform technique and the same' technique has been employed by De and 
Patra (10] to solve Yoffc's problem in a stressed orlhotropic strip of finite lhickness. Several 
problems on two moving co-planar Grillith cracks have been solved by Das and Ghosh 
[ 11-13]. 

As regards the crack problem, research has been restricted mainly to the case of the single 
crack or a puir of cracks because of severe mathematical complexity encountered in solving the 
problems of three or more cracks. Recently, Dhawan and Dhaliw~tl [14] solved the statical 
problem of determining the stress distribution in an infinite transversely isotropic medium 
containing three co-planar cracks. 

To the best kn;owlcdge of the author. the problem of stress distribution around three 
co-planar moving Griffith cracks in an infinite isotropic clastic medium has not been inves
tigated so far. In this paper, two cases regarding stress distribution around three co-planar 
Gritflth cracks in an infinite homoge.neous. isotropic medium have been investigated. In the 
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first case, crucks arc assumed to be moving steadily along a fixed direction with constant 
velocity V. ln. the second case, the statical problem of determining the stress and displace
ment in an infinite homogeneous, isotropic medium weakened by three co-planar Gritnth 
cracks has been considered. Using Fourier intergral transform both the problems have 
been reduced to 'solving a set of four integral equations. Employing finite Hilbert trans
form technique [15] and Cook's result [16] the integral equations have been solved to derive 
crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors which arc presented in the form of 
graphs. 

2. Statement of Problem I and its formulation 

Consider an infinite homogeneous isotropic material weakened by three co-planar Grillith 
cracks, moving steadily at a constant velocity V in the X -direction referred to a fixed coordinate 
system (X, Y, Z) as shown in the Fig. I. In the absence of body force equations of motion in 
terms of displacement are 

(i. + 2Jl)[u,xx + v,xr] + Jl[U,rr - v,xr] = pu, rr. (2.1) 

(i. + 2Jl)[u,xr + v.rr] + Jl[V,xx - u.xr] = pv, n• (2.2) 

where u, v denote the displacement· components in X and Y directions and i., Jt arc Lame's 
constants and u.x represents partial derivatives of u with respect to X. 

For cracks moving steadily with constant velocity V in the X -direction it is convenient to 
introduce the Galilean transformation 

X = X - VT, y = Y, . z = Z, t = T, (2.3) 

where (x, y, z) represents the translating coordinate system as shown in Fig. I. 
Let the positions of the coplanar Griffith cracks referred to the translating coordinates (x, y, z) 

be -a < x < a, - c < x < - b, and b < x < c on y = 0. 

y y 
~VT----? 

-c 

z z 
Fig. I. Geometry and coordinate system. 

>
X 
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In the moving coordinates; the equations of motion (2.1) and (2.2) become independent of time 
and take the form 

(i. + 2JI- pV 2
)11 .. u + (1, + Jl)V,x)' +Jill,)')'= 0 

(i. + lJI)V,yy + (Jl - {J V2 )V,xx + (i, + Jl)ll,xy = 0. 
(2.4) 

The cracks are assumed to be moving steadily in an infinite medium subjected to a 
homogeneous stress such that the state of stress at infinity is given by a>;. = p, q;,, = a:;. = 0. 

For symmetry about the x-axis, only a half-plane need be considered. 
The stress conditions at y = oo can all be made zero by superposing the simple static problem 

a;)· = - p, a.:X = a:;. = 0. 
The boundary conditions of the resulting dynamic problem arc in terms of moving 

coordinates. 

l' = 0; y = 0, a~ Jxl ~ b, Jxl ~ c, 
a,,_,.= 0; y = 0, Jxl < oo, 

a,.).= -p; y = 0, Jxl <a, b < lxl <c. 

In view of the symmetry of the proposed problem with respect to y-axis, we introduce 

lis(~. y) = f"' u(x, y) sin(~x) dx, 
0 

rAe. y) = t"' v(x, y) cos(~x) dx 

and 

u(x, y) = ~ f "- u.(~, y) si.n(~x) d~, 
n o 

, r~ 
t·(x, y) = ~ J 

0 
i!,(~. y) cos(~x) d~ 

in (2.4) so that equations given by (2.4) reduce to 

Jliis.J'l'- ~(i. + JI}V,,y- ~ 2 (i. + 211- pV~)iis = 0, 

(i. + 2/t)f,.)'y + W. + Jl)iis,y- ~ 2 (J1- pV 2 )V, = 0. 

Elimination of ii., from (2.6) yields the following ordinary diiTcrcntial equation 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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' 
The solution of the differential eqpation given by (2.7), for y ~ 0, is 

where the unknown functions A(~) and B(~) arc to be determined using the boundary conditions 
of the proposed problem. 

Employing (2.8) in (2.6) it can be shown that 

Therefore, the stress components given by 

a.\'.1' = i.(ll.~- + V,y) + 2JLV._1., 

a.~y = Jl( II,J' + v ··') 

become 

with 

and 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

On account of symmetry with respect to the r-axis the boundary conditions (2.5) can be 
rewritten as 

1'(.\', 0) = 0, .\' E /2, J ~. (2.13) 

Ux_1.(.\', 0) = 0, 0 < X < Cf.J, (2.14) 
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Whl:I"C /1 = ((), tl), f2 = (a, i>), /.1 = (/1, C), /4 = (C, I. ). 

Using the condition (2.14) in (2.11.2) it is found that A(~). /J(.;) arc related by 

' B(~) = -2 _-M2 A(~). (2.16) 

With the help of the boundary condition (2.13), Eqn. (2.12.2) reduces to 

(2.17) 

Substitution of (2.11.1) in (2.15) yields, with the aid of (2.16) 

f 
I. _ _ _ _ Pn 

.;A(.;)cos(.;x)d.; = -
2 

, 
0 Jl 

(2.18) 

where 

3. Method of solution 

In order to solve the set pf four intcgrul equations given in (2.17) and (2.18) let us take 

A(~)= ~I" il(s)sin(~s)d.~ + ~ rry(r 2 )sin(~r)dr, 
s 0 ~Jb 

(3.1) 

where il(s) and y(tl) are unknown functions to be determined from the boundary conditions. 
Inserting the value of A(~) from (3.1) in (2.17) and using the following result [ 17] 

f 
1 

sin(¢x) ~os(~.\') d~ = 
(I .. {

!n, x > y > 0 

he, x = y > 0, 

0, y > .\ > 0 

it is found that this cjloice of A(~) leads to the equation 

f y(rl) dr = 0. (3.2) 
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Further substitution of A@ from (3.1) in (2.18.1) yields 

d fa Is + X I d ir I t + X I rrP - ll(s) log --· ds + -d y(1 2
) log --· dl = -, 

dx 0 S - .X X b . I - X II 

Rewriting this equation as 

fa IS+ X I ll(s) log ·-.- ds = nf(x), x e I 1 , 
o S- X 

where 

IX [p 2 fd fg(£2) J 1 f(x) = - - - 2 ,2 dt dx , 
oJl1lci-X 

and using Cook's result [ 16] it is found thnt 

(3.3) 

where the result 

has been used. 
Substituting the value of ll(s) from (3.3) in (3.1) and using the resulting value of A(~) in (2.18.2) 

and using the re~ult 

it can be shown that g(t 2
) is the solution of the singular integral equation 

Using finite Hilbert transform technique [15] the solution of this integral equation is obtained 
as 

12 (1 2
- b2

) tC 1 

(tz _ az )(c2 _ c2) + j(t2 _ az )(tz _ bz )(cz _ 1z)' 
·(3.4) 

the constant C 1 is to be determined using the condition given by (3.2). 
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Next substituting the value of y(/ 2 ) from (3.4) in (3.3) and linally using the following results 

ic~2 _ b2 rdt [ H2
- s

2
] -,--, ' = !n I- ---, 

b c· - r· (t· - s2
) c2 

- s· 

h(sl is derived in the form 

(3.5) 

Now insertion of (3.4) in condition (3.2) yields 

(3.6) 

where F(¢, I) and E(cj>, I) arc elliptic integrals of first kind and second kind respectively and 

I= .J(c2
- b2 )/(c2

- a2
). 

The relevant displacement and stress components in the plane of the crack can now be shown 
to be given by 

v(x, 0) = J: li{s) ds, 0 :;;:; x :;;:; a, 

(3.7) 

and 

2JtK [f" sh(s ) ic ty(t
2

) J [<TYI'(X, O)]a<x<b = -- 2 2 ds - -,--2 <.It , 
· 7t 0 x - s b r· -.x 

(3.8) 

2JtK [fa sh(s } ic tg(r
2

) J 
[<Tyy(X, OlJ.oc = -- .2 2 ds + 2 2 de . 

7t o·" -s bx -1 

Insertion of the values of h(s) and y(r 2
) as given by (3.5) and (3.4) in the expressions (3.8) yields 

after some algebraic manipulation, 

(3.9) 
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where 

[ J[J 
....... ,. --· J 

. P 1 1 x- n -
f 1 (x) = -(b- - cr)- C 1 1 1 - I ,.....,-----

1 
, , , 

Jl x-- cr 2,j(c·- a-)(/J·- a·) 

_ f"[P ,l 2 2u
2
-b

2
-c

2
JYI(li,X) F 1 (.x) = -(c - b ) - C 1 b2 1 1 2 d11. 

- 0 JL · - u- c· - 11 

i'[ j;-b' {;-' ---, J-·:;····· :,··-;·. -,-;·] .1 P ' I! - • - - x· (c" - x- )(!'" - r) ur 
F~(x} = -a2 tun_, 1 - , 1 tan_, -1 --.,----,---,-- ·-· ------==, 

· 11 h c2 - v· c· - x· (lr - x- )(c· - r·) vi(? _ a2 ).1 

(3.10) 

Th!! dynamic stress intensity factors are given by 

Na = Lt j2(x- a)[t1n(x, O)]a<x<b• 
x-a+ 

(3.11) 

Employing (3.9) in (3.11) it can be shown that 

N. = J (. F- az [I - ~·(~_rc,/)J 
, I v c '-.} ~- bz F(~rc, /) . 
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Now using the values of h(s) and g(t 2
) from (3.5) and (3.4) in the expressions given by (3.7) 

displacements on the cracks arc obtained as 

· P 2 2 [E(1n, I) E(/J, I)] P J(cT- x2)(c72 -=--:x 2
) 

[v(x, O)]o.;;x.;;a =-J C - a F(fJ, I) F(l /) - F(f7 I) + - / 2 .2 ' 
J1 21t, ., J, fl . '\ b - .\" 

. . P J 2 2 ; [E()., I) E(-!n, I)] 
[r.{:~:, O)]h.•-<r = Ji c -a F(~o, I) F()., f)- F(!n, /) , 

where 

It is interesting to note that the crack opening displacements depend on the crack velocity V but 
in the plane of the cracks the stresses and stress intensity factors are independent of the velocity 
of the moving cracks in an infinite elastic medium. 

4. Statement of Problem II and its formulation 

In this case, consider an infinite homogeneous isotropic material with three coplanar GriiTith 
cracks, located at Y = 0, -a~ X~ a, b ~ lXI ~ c and subjected to uniform internal pressure'/· 
In the absence of body force equations of equilibrium in terms of displacement are 

(i. + 2JJ) [u,xx + v,xr] + J1[U,rr - v,xr] = 0 

and 

(i. + 2J1)[u,xr + V,rr] + J1[V,xx - U,xr] = 0. (4.1) 

Since the problem exhibits a state of symmetry abut Y = 0, attention can be made to a single 
half-space occupying the region Y ;;l!: 0. 

Equations (4.1) arc to be solved subject to the boundary conditions 

v(X, 0) = 0, a~ lXI ~ b, lXI ;;l!: c, (4.2) 

O'xr(X, 0) = 0, ;_ oo <X< oo, (4.3) 

an(X,O) = -q, IXJ ~a, b ~ lXI ~c. (4.4) 

In view of the boundary conditions, appropriate integnll solu lions of (4. I) urc 

2f""[ { I).+ 3ft}] u(X, Y) = ~ 
0 

C(e) + D(e) Y- ~ }. + J1 e-~r sin(eXJ de 
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and 

2 foo · v(X, Y) =- [C(~) + YD(m e-~r cos(~X) d~. 
1t 0 

(4.5) 

Therefore, 

4tl foo [ { ;: i. + 211} ")] ·r . ·x d. axr(X, Y) = -- 'C(') + Y.,-:- -.-- D(r; e-, sm(r; ) r;. 
1t 0 I.+JI 

(4.6) 

It may be noted that the displacement and stress components given by (4.5) and (4.6) can not 
be derived from the corresponding expressions of the dynamic problem givcp in (2.12) and (2.11) 
on setting M = 0. 

The functions em and D(e) are to be determined from the boundary conditions (4.2H4.4), 
which yield 

C(~) = ! ). + 211 D(~) 
~).+II 

and the following set of four integral equations 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

where Q = ((). + 211)/2(). + ll))q and I 1 . (j = I, 2, 3, 4) are the intervals defined earlier in 
Problem I. · 

5. Method of solution and .quantiti!!s of physical interest 

Integral equations given by (4.8) and (4.9) are found to be the same as given by (2.17) and (2.18) 
with the exception that P is replaced by Q. Therefore, the same techniq~e as that used in 
Problem I can be employed to obtain 

[ . J _ Q J 2 2 ., [E().', /) E(1n, /)] 
l·(X, 0) b~Xo;;c- j; c -a F(.,'., [) F().', f)- F(~n, f) , (5.1) 
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where 

.. , Jc2-X2 ~ sm A. = 2 b2 and sin {J' = . 
c -

Stresses in the regions a <X < b, X > c are found to be the same as that given in (3.9), the 
only change being that P is to be replaced by Q. 

6. Numerical results and discussions 

Numerical results for the stress intensity factors and ·crack opening displacement, defined as 
.1.v(x, 0) = v(x, o+)- v(x, o- ), for different values of the parameters and i. = /1 are presented in 
this section. Numerical calculations have been carried out for both the dynamic and static 
problems. As the crack velocity is less than Rayleigh wave velocity, it is reasonable to take the 
value of M less than 0.9194. 

Problem 1: ·Variations of crack opening displacement for different values of crack speed, crack 
lengths and the separating distance between the ·cracks have been plotted in Figs. 2-4. It is 
interesting to note from Fig. 2 that crack opening displacement on both the cracks decreases 
with the increase in the value of Mat the onset and takes its minimum value at M = 0.7415, 
after which it increases with the increase in the value of M. It has also been depicted in Figs. 3-4 
that on each of the cracks, crack opening displacement decreases as the crack length decreases. 

It has been mentioned earlier that the stress intensity factors at the crack tips are independent 
of crack speed and are found to depend on the crack lengths and the separating distance 
between the cracks. Variation of stress intensity factors with ajb for different values of cjb, and 
that with bja for different values cja are plotted in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. 

It has been found from these graphs that when the separating distance between the inner 
crack and outer pair of cracks decreases the variations of stress intensity factors at the tips x = a 
and x = b become more prominent than at. the edge x = c. Figure 7 shows that the stress 
intensity factors at the edges of the inner crack and outer pair of cracks increases us the length of 
the outer pair of cracks increases, keeping the separating distance between the inner crack and 
outer pair of cracks fixed. · 

Problem 11: Figure 8 shows the variations of crack opening displacement for dillcrcnt values of 
the parameters ajb, cfb. They exhibit that crack opening displacement on a crack of fixed length 
increases with the increase in the length of the other crack as expected from the physical stand
point. 
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Three coplanar moving Griffith cracks in an infinite 
elastic strip. 

A. N. DAS (DARJEELING) 

THE DYNAMIC anti-plane problem of determining stress and displacement due to three coplanar 
Griffith cracks movmg steadily at a subsonic speed in an infinite· elastic strip ha.' been considered. 
Employing Fourier integral transform, the problem when the lateral boundaries are subjected to 
shearing stres.~. has been reduced to solving a set of four integral equations. These integral equations 
have been solved using finite Hilbert transform technique and Cook's result (9] to obtain the exact 
form of crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors. Numerical results for stress intensity 
factors have been presented in the form of graphs. 

I. Introduction 

IN FRACTURE MECHANICS, the problem of diffraction of elastic waves by cracks of finite 
dimension in a strip of elastic material has been investigated by several investigators. Sib 
and Chen [ 1] investigated the problem of propagation of a crack of finite length in a 
strip under plane extension. Closed-form solutions for a finite length crack moving in a 
strip under anti-plane shear stress was obtained by SINGH et al. [2]. Usirig finite Hilbert 
transform technique developed by SRIVASTAVA and LOWENGRUB (3], LOWENGRUB and 
SRIVASTAVA (4] solved the statical problem of distribution of stress and displacement in 
an infinitely long elastic strip containing two coplanar Griffith cracks. Several dynamic 
problems of determining stress and displacement due to two coplanar moving Griffith 
cracks have been solved by DAS and GHOSH [5-7]. 

As regards the crack problem, research has been restricted mainly to the case of a 
single crack or a pair of cracks because of severe mathematical complexity encountered 
in solving the problems of three or more cracks. Recently, DHAWAN and DHALIWAL [8] 
solved the statical problem of determining the stress distribution in an infinite transversely 
isotropic medium containing three coplanar Griffith cracks. 

To the best knowledge of the author, the problem of stress distribution around three 
coplanar moving Griffith cracks in an infinite eiastic strip has not been investigated so 
far. In this paper, the problem of propagation of three coplanar Griffith cracks in a 
fJXed direction with constant velocity V in an infinitely long elastic strip of finite width . 
has been considered. Employing Fourier integral transform, the problem when the lat
eral boundaries are subjected to shearing stress, has been reduced to solving a set of 
four integral equations using finite Hilbert transform technique [3] and COOK'S result 
(9] to derive the exact form of stress intensity factors and the crack opening displace
ment. Numerical results for the stress intensity factors are presented graphically to show 
their variations with crack speed, crack lengths and the separation distance between the 
r.;racks. 
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2. Statement of the problem 

Consider an infinitely long elastic strip occupying the region - h ::; Y ::; h, weakened 
by three coplanar Griffith cracks moving steadily at a constant velocity V in the X
direction referred to a fixed coordinate system (X, Y, Z) as shown in the Fig. 1. 

y 

VT 

0 

---c==~==>---<==::r------
0 b c X X 

FIG. 1. Geometry and coordinate system. 

In dynamic problem of anti-plane shear, the non-vanishing component of displacement 
W in the Z-direction satisfies the equation of motion 

1 
(2.1) W,xx + W,YY = C! W,1'1', 

where C2 = (p,f p)112 is the shear wave velocity, p is the material density and W,x 
represents partial derivatives of W with respect to X. 

For cracks moving at constant velocity V in the X -direction it is convenient to intro
duce the Galilean transformation 

(2.2) . X = X - VT, y = Y, z = Z, t = T, 

where (x, y, z) represents the moving coordinate system as shown in the Fig. 1. 
Let the positions of the coplanar Griffith cracks referred to the coordinates (:r, y, z) 

be -a < x < a, -c < x < -band b < x < con y = 0, and let the uniform shearing 
stress p be applied to the lateral boundaries y = ±h of the strip. The equivalent problem 
involves the application of shear stress -p to the crack faces at y = 0: Accordingly, the 
boundary conditions of the proposed problem are 

(2.3) O'yz(x, 0) = -p, lxl < a, b < lxl < c, 
(2.4) O'yz(x, ±h)= 0, -oo < x < oo, 

(2.5) W(x, 0) = 0, a< lxl < b, I xi > c. 
In the moving coordinate system, the equation of motion becomes independent of 

time and takes the form 

(2.6) 

with 

(2.7) 
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Due to the symmetry about x, z-plane we need to consider the region 0 < y < h only. 
Introducing the Fourier transforms 

(2.8) 

00 

W c(~, y);:: J W(x, y) cos(~x) dx, 
() 

2 Joo_ 
lV(x,y) =; ll'c(€,y)cos(€:r)d€, 

n 

in Eq. (2.6), the solution of Eq. (2.6) is obtained as 

(2.9) 
2 oX> 

W(x, y) = ; J [Ct(~)e-{ys + C3(~)e~ys] cos(~x) d~, 
II 

with 

(2.10) 

Using the expression for O'yz(x, y) given by Eq. (2.10) in Eq. (2.4), it has been found that 

C c - C(() 
!(.,) - 1 + e-2~hs I 

C - C(€)e-2~hs 
J(O - 1 + e-2~hs , 

where the unknown function C(() is to be determined. From conditions (2.3) and (2.5) 
it is found that C(~) satisfies the following quadruple integral equations: 

(2.11) 
00 7r]J J ~C(~hs) th(~hs) cos(~x) d~ = -, x E I~, I3 , 
o ~s 

and 
00 

(2.12) J C(~)cos(~x)d~ = 0, x E !2,!4, 
() 

where 

It = (0, a), h = (a, b), h = (b, c), I4 = (c, oo). 

3. Method of solution 

In order to solve the quadruple integral equations (2.11) and (2.12), let us take 

1 a, 1 ~. 

(3.1) C'(() =- j h(u)sin(~u)du +- j g(u2)ch(cv)sin(~v)rlr•, 
~ II ~ b 

where h(u) and g(v2 ) are the unknown functions to be determined from the boundary 
conditions of the problem considered. Substituting the value of C(O given by Eq. (3.1) 
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into Eq. (2.12) and using the well-known result 

2' 

Joo sin(xe) cos(y{) d{ = 1r 

() ~ 4' 
o, 

X> y > 0, 

X= y > 0, 

y>x>O 

it is found that this choice of C({) leads to the condition 

c . 

(3.2) J g(v2)ch(ev)dv = 0. 
II 

Rewritting Eq. (2.11 )1 in the form 

d 00 'TI'p 
(3.3) -d J C({)th({hs)sin({x)d{ = -.-·, x E It 

x 0 ~8 

and inserting the value of C(~) from Eq. (3.1) in (3.3) it is found that h(u) is the solution 
of the following singular integral equation: 

(3.4) J h(u)loglsh(ex) + sh(eu)ldu = 1rj(x), x E It 
0 

sh(ex)- sh(eu) 

with 

f(x) = j [y_ _.!. J eg(v
2
)ch(ex')sh(2ev) dv] dx', 

11 J.LS 7r b sh2(ev)- sh2 ~ex') 

where the following result (10] has been used: 

(3.S) j th({hs) sin(~x) sin({u) d{ = ~log I sh(ex) + sh(eu) I• 
" . e 2 sh(ex)- sh(eu) 

7r e=-. 
2hs 

Now using the Cook's result [9], the solution of Eq. (3.4) has been obtained with the aid 
of the formula 

a Jsb2(ea)- sh2(ex) e ch(ex) dx . 1r Jsb2(ev)- sh2(ea) ! [sh2(ex) - sh2(eu)][sh2(ev)- sh2(ex)) = -2 sh(ev) sh2(ev) - sh2(eu) 

for u E / 1 and v E /3, 
r--.:----~-

sh2(ea) - sh2(ex) dx 

sh2(ex) - sh2(eu) 
(3.6) h(u) = -e sh(2eu) [y_ J 

' 11'Jsh2(ea)- sh2(eu) J.I.S u 

J
c, Jsh2(ev)- sh2(ea) 2 . ] 

+ 2 2 g(v)ch(ev)dv. 
b sh (ev)- sh (eu) 

Substitute now the resulting value of C({), obtained by inserting Eqs. (3.6) into Eq. (3.1), • in condition (2.11)z, and make use of the following results: 
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J esh2(eu)ch(eu)du 

u [sh2(eu)- sh2(ex)][sh2(ev)- sh2(eu)JVsh2(ea)- sh2(eu) 

1r [ sh(ev) sh(ex) ] 

= 2(sh
2
(ev)- sh

2
(ex)] Jsh2(ev)- sh2(ea) - Jsh2(ex)- sh2 (ea) '. 

J e sh2(eu) ch(eu)du 

u [sh2(eu)- sh2(ex)][sh2(ey')- sh2(eu)JJsh2(ea)- sh2(eu) 

1r sh(ex) ·. = 2 2 , for x, v E h and y' E / 1. 
2[sh (ex)- sh (ey')] Jshz(ex)- sh2(ea) 

It can be shown that g(v2) is the solution of the following singular integral equation 

J
c Vsh2(e·v)- sh2(ea) 2 1rp [ Jsh2(ex)- sh2(ea) 

(3.7) eg(v )ch(ev)dv =-
b sh2(ev)- sh2(ex) jlS sh(2ex) 

1 Ja Jsh2(ea)- sh2(ey') ] . 
+- dy' , for x E IJ. 

1r 
11 

sh2 (e:~:)- sh 2(ey 1) 

Using finite Hilbert transform technique [3] and the formula 

J 
b 

sh2(ec)- sh2(ex) sh(Zex)dx 

sh2(ex)- sh2(eb) [sh2(ex)- sh2(ey')][sh2(ex)- sh2(ev)] 

sh2(ec)- sh2 (ey') 

sh2(eb)- sh2(ey')' 

the solution of Eq. (3.7) is found to be 

2 2ep sh(ev)Jsh
2
(ev)- sh

2
(eb) [ Jc 

(3.8) g(v ) = ----;================ 
• jl7rS )lsh2(ev)- sh2(ea)][sh2(ec)- sh2(ev)] b 

sh2(ec) - sh2(ex) 

sh2(ex)- sh2(eb) 

Jsh2(ex)- sh2(ea) a shz(ec)- sh2(ey') Jsh2(ea)- sh2(ey') ] 
x dx- J dy' 

sh2(ex)- sh2(ev) 
11 

sh2(eb)- sh2(ey') sh2(ev)- sh2(ey') 

. cl sh(ev) 
+ . 

V[sh2(ev)- sh2(ea)][sh2(ev)- sh2(eb)][sh2(ec)- sh2(ev)] 

Next, substitution of g( v2) from Eq. (3.8) in Eq. (3.6) and finally application of the formula 

J 
b 

sh2(ev)- sh2(eb) sh(2ev)dv 

sh2(ec)- sh2(ev) [sh2(ev)- sh2(eu)J[sh2(ex')- sh2(ev)] 

= 1r [ sh2(eb)- sh2(eu) 
e[sh2(eu)- sh2(ex')] sh2(ec)- sh2 (eu) 

sh\ eb) - sh2
( ex')] 

sh2(ec)- sh2(ex 1) ' 
for u, x' El /1 

I 
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yields h( u) in the form 

2ep ch(eu) sh(eu)/sh2(eb)- sh2(eu) [ ja, 
(3.9) h(u) = -- · 

J.£1rS /lsh2(ea)- sh2(eu)Jlsh2(ec)- sh2(eu)] u 

sh2 (ea) - sh2(ey') 

sh2(eb)- sh2(ey1) 

sh2(ec)- sh2(ex) /sh
2
(ex)- sh

2
(ea) ] 

~~~--~~~~------~--dx 
sh2(ex)- sh2(eb) sh\ex)- sh2(eu) 

C1 sh(eu) ch(eu) 

Substitution of the value of g(v2) from Eq. (3.8) in the condition (3.2) yields 

(3.10) 2ep [ c c1 = -- f 
7r J.£8 b 

where F(¢>, q) and II(¢>, n, q) are elliptic integrals of the first and third kind, respectively, 

sh2(ec) - sh2 (eb) 
and q = 

sh2(ec) - sh2(ea)' 
The relevant displacement and stress. components in the plane of the crack can now 

be shown to ~e given by 

a 

(3.11) . W(a:,O) = f h(u) clu, 0 $ x $ n, 
:r; 

c 

= J g(v2)ch(ev)dv, b $X$ c, 
:r; 

and 

. ZJ.Ls [ fa eh(u) sh(eu) du 
[O'yz(x,O)]a<x<b = 7 h2( ) _ h2( ) -

. 0 s ex s eu 
J eg(v

2
) sh(ev) ch(ev) dv] ch(ex), 

b sh2(ev)- sh2(ex) 

(3.12) 

[ ( 0
: )] _ 2~ts [fa ¢?h(u)sh(eu)du . Jc eg(v2)sh(ev)ch(ev) l] h( ) 

O'yz x, x>c- - ., 2 + 2 2 ( v c ex . 
7r 

11 
sh .. (ex)- sh (eu) b sh (ex)- sh (ev) 

'Now, insertion of the values of h(u) and g(v2), as given by Eqs. (3.9) and (3.8), in the 
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expressions (3.12) yields (after some algebraic manipulations) 

2pe [ sh2(eb)- sh2(ea) sh(ex) 
· [ay~(x,O)]"<.z:<b =-:;;:- - 2 2 . 1 

,. sh (ec)- sh (ea) V sh2(ex) _ sh2(ea) 

{ 
a. c } 2e[sh2(ec)- sh2(eb)] { " . a j Fz(u, x)du+ J Fz(v, x)dv - · J Fz(u', x)du' J F4(c, u)' 

I) b 7r I) () 

xF3(0, x, u)du + J 1•2(v, x)dv J 1·4(c, u)l;3(v, x, u)clu} + I~·~ C 1 { ~ 
I> 11 cp 2 

. 1- sh(ex)/.jsh2(ex)- sh2(cn) j"· . } 
X · +e l4(c,u)Fs(u,x)du 

.j[sh2(eb) - sh2(ea)][sh2(ec) - sh2(ea)] o · 

e[sh2(eb)- sh2(ea)] { c c a 
+ J F2(v',x)dv' J F4(a,v)F6(v',x,v)dv+ J F2(u,x)du 

7r b b () 

c sh2(ec)- sh2(eb) " ~ } · 
x J F4(a,v)F6(u,x,v)dv- 2 2 · J F1(u,x)du j l~(c,u')J~(u,u')du' 

b sh (eb) - sh (ea) 
11 0 

· 

J.LS C { rr sh(ec) c }] 
----

1
- +esh2(ea)jf<1(x,v)dv ch(ex), 

pe X, 2 Jsh2(ec)- sh2(ea) b , 

2pe [ sh2(eb)- sh2(ea) sh(ex) 
(3.13) [ayz(x,O)]:v>c = - -

. rr sh2(ec)- sh2(ea) jsh2(ex)- sh2(ea) 

{ 
" c } 2e[sh2(ec) sh2(eb)) { a a 

, X J F2(u, x) du+ J F2(v, x) dv - rr- J Fz(u', x) du' J F4(c, u) 
I) b () () 

c " · } J.LS { tr xF3(0,x,u)du + J F2(v,x)dv J F4(c,u)F3(v,x,u)du + -C1 -
2 . b u ( ep . 

1- sh(ex)/.jsh2(ex)- sh2(ea) Ja } 
x +e F4(c,u)F5(u,x)du 
· .j[sh2(ec) - sh2(ea)][sh2(eb)- sh2(ea)] u 

e[sh2(eb) sh2(ea)] { c c " - ; J Fz(v',x)dv' J F4(a,v)~H(v',v,x)dv+ J F2(u,x)du 
· . b b II 

c sh2(ec)- sh~(eb) a a . } 
x J F4(a, v)F11(u, v, x)dv+ 2 2 J F1(u, x) du J F4(c, u1)F9(u, u')du' 

b sh (eb) - sh (ea) 0 11 • 

J.LSCJ { rr sh(ec) Jc } + -y - + e sh2(ea) F7(x, v)dv -
pe '1 2 Jsh2(ec)- sh2(ea) b 

sh2(ec)- sh2(eb) 
sh2(ec) - sh2(ea) 

sh(ex) { a c }] 
X J F2(u,x)du + J F2(v,x)dv ch(ex) . 

.jsh2(ex)- sh2(ec) u b . 
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In the above formulae 

Fz(v, x) = 

sh2(ec)- sh2(cu) sh(eu) 

sh2(eb) - sh2(eu) sh2(ex) - sh2(eu)' 

sh2(ec)- sh2(ev) Jsh2(ev) - sh2(ea) 

sh2(ev)- sh2(eb) sh2(ev) - sh2(ex) ' 

D ( ) sh(ex) _1 { sh(eu) sh2(ex)- sh2(ea)} 
-"3 v,x,u = tan -- 2 2 vsh2(ex)- sh2(ea) sh(ex) sh (ea)- sh (eu) 

sh(ev) _1 { sh(eu) sh2(ev)- sh2(ea)} 
- tan ----

..jsh2(ev) _ sh2(ea) . sh(ev) sh\ea)- sh2(eu) ' 

D ( ) _ • ch(eu) sh(eu) 
.l'4 w,u - ' 

· V[sh2(ew) ... sh2(eu)]3[sh2(eb) - sh2(eu)] 

(3.14) Fs(u, x) = [2sh2(eu)- sh2(ec)- sh2(eb)]{ sin- 1(sh(eu))- F3(0, x, u)}, 
sh(ea) 

F. ( ) 
_ sh(ex) 

6 U 1 X 7 V - --;===i:=='=== 
Jsb2(ec)- sh2(ex) 

I 
sh(ex)..jsh2(ec)- sh2(ev) + sh(ev)jsh2(ec)- sh2(ex) I sh(eu) 

x log - -;:::========= 
sh(ex)\jsh2(ec.)- sh2(ev)- sh(ev)jsh2(ec)- sh2(ex) jsh2(ec)- sh2(eu) 

I 
sh(eu)..jsh2(ec)- sh2(ev) + sh(ev)..jsh2(ec)- sh2(eu) I 

X log . , 
sh(eu)Jsb2(ec) - sh2(ev)- sh(ev)Jsh2(ec) - sh2(eu) 

_ 1 (jsh2(ec)- sh2(ex) Jsb2(ev)- sh2 (eb)) 
F7(x, v) = tan 

· ..jsh2(ec)- sh2(ev) .jsh2(eb)- sh2(ex) 

ch(ev) 
X ' 

V[sh2(ev)- sh2(ea)p 

D ( ) 2sh(ex) _1 { sh(ev) sh2(ex)- sh2(ec)} 
-"H u v x = - tan · ----

, '. ..jsh2(ex) _ sh2(ec) sh(ex) s~2(ec)- sh2(ev) 

I sh(eu) ........ , sh(eu)jsh2(ec)- sh2 (ev) + sh(ev).jsh2(ec)- sh2(eu) I 
+ log , , 

vsh2(ec) - sh2(eu) . . sh(eu)vsh2(ec) - sh2(ev)- sh(ev)vsh2(ec) - sh2(eu) ' 

l
sh(eu)jsh2(ea)- sh2(eu1) + sh(eu')Vsh2(ea)- sh2(eu) I 

F9(u,u') =log --.L,:======-------'~===== 
sh(eu)..jsh2(ea)- sh2(eu1)- sh(eu')Vsh2(ea)- sh2(eu) 
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and 

Xt = Vlsh2(eb)- sh2(ex)][sh2(ec)- sh2(ex)]. 

The dynamic stress intensity factors are defined by 

Na = lim Jz(x- a)[ayz(x, O)]a<x<b• 
r-+a+ 

(3.15) Nb = lim - lz(b- x)[ayz(x,O)]a<x<b• 
X-+b- v 

Nc = lim Jz(x- c)(O'yz(x, O)]x>c· · 
x-c+ 

Substitution of the results given by Eqs. (3.13) in expressions (3.15) yields 

N a = J sh(2eea) [- sh2(eb) - sh2(ea) 2pe { j F2(u, a) du+ J F2(v, a) dv} 
sh2(ec)- sh2(ea) 1r 

0 11 

JJ.SGt ] 

+ J[sh2(ec) - sh2(ea)][sh2(ec) - sh2(eb)] . 

Again, insertion of the values of h(u) and g(v2), given by Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), in the 
expressions for displacements given by Eqs. (3.11) yields 

[W( O)] _ _ _I!_ [2[sh
2
(eb)- sh

2
(ea)] { Jc ll{.\ sh

2
(ev)- sh

2
(eb) } 

x, u::;x::;a - -I , 2 2 I q 
J.L1rS V sh2(ec)- sh2(ea) b sh (ev)- sh (ea) 

sh2(ec)- sh2(ev) dv _ Ja ll{, sh2(eb)- sh2(eu) } 
X 2 2 "• 2 2 'q sh (ev)- sh (eb) Jsh2(ev) _ ~h2(ea) 0 . · sh (ea)- sh (eu) 

X sh:.(ec)- sh:(eu) du }] _ _ C1F(.\, q) 
1 

sh (eb)- sh (eu) Jsh2(ea)- sh2(eu) eJsb2(ec)- sh2(ea) 

and 

. [ 2p ( c 
[W(x, O)]b<x<c ~ - J 

- - J.L1r s b 

sh2(ec)- sh2(eu) . 
·sh2(eb) - sh2(eu) 
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where 

sin>. = sh2(ea)- sh2(ex) 

sh2(eb) - sh2(ex)' 
sin>.' = sh2(ec)- sh2(ex) 

sh2(ec)- sh2 (eb) 

and P(¢,q),J7(¢,n,q), and q have been defined earlier. . 

A. N. DAS 

On putting b = c and simplifying, it may be noted that the results (3.16) 1 and (3.17) 1 
become those given by Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) of SINGH eta/. [2], and for a = 0 the results 
given by Eqs. (3.16)z, (3.16)3 and (3.17)z coincide with those given by Eqs. (4.38), (4.39) 
and (4.35), of DAS and GHOSH (5]. 

4. Numerical results and discussions 

Numerical results for stress intensity factors at the tips of the cracks for difl'erent values 
of crack speed, crack lengths and the separating distance between the cracks have been 
presented in this section. The dependence of the stress intensity factors on crack lengths 
and their variations with V /C2 have been shown in Figs. 2-5. It is seen in Figs. 2-3 that 
stress intensity factors at the edges of the cracks increase rapidly when V /C2 ---> 1,· and 
variation of stress intensity factors at the edge x = a is greater than that at the tips x = b 
and x = c when the length of the inner crack increases. 

Variations of stress intensity factors at the edges of the cracks with a/ b for different 
values of cfb and that with bfa for different values of c/a are plotted in Figs. 4-5, 
respectively. It has been found that when the distance between the inner crack and the 
outer pair Of cracks decreases, the stress intensity factors at the tips x = a and x = b 
become great~r than that at the edge x = c. 

• 

1.0 • 
1::? 
~ .., 
~ 
....; 
<tj 

c/h=1 

NafpVa" ·-·-· 

Nbjp-lfi ----

~/pVc-

t'IG. J.. Variations ot stress intensity factors with V /C2 . 
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' ---------......-:: 

"afpva ·-·-· 

Nb/p..fb ----

t{jpYc' ---

FIG. 3. Variations of Sires.~ intensity factors with vI c2. 
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~/piC- / fl 
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./ II I 

./ II I 
./ /.'1 l 

~·'/ I ,,.... ,_., V/Cz=>O.'l 

1 b/h= 1 

I c b;'l / 

,./ 

I I I 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

,_ 
1.0 o/b 

FIG. 4. Stres.~ intensity factors Vs. a/ b. 
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FOUR CO-PLANAR GRIFFITH CRACKS IN AN 
INFINITE ELASTIC MEDIUM 

A. N. DAS and M. L. GHOSH 

Department of Mathematics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling, West Bengal 734430, India 

Abstract-The dynamic in-plane problem of determining the stress and displacement due to four co-planar 
Griffith cracks moving steadily at a subsonic speed in a .fixed direction in an infinite, isotropic, 
homogeneous medium under normal stress has been treated. The static problem of determining the stress 
and displacement in an infinite isotropic elastic medium has also been considered. In both cases, employing 
the Fourier integral transform, the problems have been reduced to solving a set of five integral equations. 
These irllesrul equations have been solved using the finite Hilbert transform technique to obtuin the exact 
form of crack opening displacement and stress intensity factors which are presented in the form of graphs. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN FRACTURE mechanics, scattering of elastic waves by cracks of finite dimension in an infinite elastic 
·medium has been investigated by several investigators. The problem of scattering of elastic waves 
from an interface crack was solved by Bostrom [1]. Srivastava et al. [2] solved the problem of the 
interaction of an anti-plane shear wave with an interface crack. The problem of diffraction of Love 
waves by a crack of finite width in the plane interface of a layered composite has been solved by 

· Neerhoff [3]. ltou [4] solved the problem of diffraction of an anti-plane shear wave by two co-planar 
Griffith cracks in an infinite elastic mecJium. The scattering of n time harmonic normally incident 
plane wave by two co-planar Griffith cracks was solved by Jain and Kanwal [5]. Itou [6] also solved 
the problem of stress concentration around two co-planar Griffith cracks in an infinite elastic 
medium. Problems on two co-planar Griffith cracks moving along the interface of a layered infinite 
half-space have also been solved by Das and Ghosh [7] recently. 

As regards the crack problem," research has been restricted mainly to the case of a single crack 
or a pair of cracks because of the severe mathematical complexity encountered in solving ·the 
problems of three or more cracks. Recently, Dhawan and Dhaliwal [8] solved the static problem 
of determining the stress distribution in an infinite transversely isotropic medium containing three 
co-planar cracks. 

To the best knowledge of the authors, the problem of stress distribution around four co-planar 
Griffith cracks has not been investigated so far. In this paper, we consider two cases regarding the 
stress distribution around four co-planar Griffith cracks in an infinite homogeneous, isotropic 
medium. In the first case, cracks are assumed to be moving steadily along a fixed direction with 
constant velocity V. In the second case, the static problem of determining the stress and 
displacement in an infinite homogeneous, isotropic medium weak~ned by four co-planar Griffith 
cracks has been considered. Using Fourier integral transform both problems have been reduced 
to solving a set of five integral equations. Employing the finite Hilbert transform technique [9], the 
integral equations have been solved to derive crack opening displacement and stress intensity 
factors, which are presented in the form of graphs. 

STATEMENT OF PROBJ:_.EM I AND ITS FORMULATION 

. Consider an infinite homogeneous, isotropic material weakened by four co-planar Griffith 
cracks, moving steadily at a constant velocity V in the X -direction referred to a fixed coordinate 
system (X, Y, Z), as shown in Fig. 1. In the absence of body force, the equations of motion in terms 
of displacement are 

and 

(), + 2jl )[u XX+ V XY) + Jl [u yy- L' XY] == pu TT 
' ' ' ' . ' 

(). + ~Jl)[U,xr + v,rr] + Jl[V,xx- u,xr] == PU,rr 

941 

(Ia, b) 
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where u and v denote the displacement components in the X- and Y -directions, A. and Jl are Lame's 
constants and u x represents partial derivatives of u with respect to X. 

For cracks 'moving with constant velocity V in the X-direction it is convenient to introduce 
the Galilean transformation 

X = X - VT, y = Y, z = Z, t = T (2) 

where (x, y, z) represents the translating coordinate system as shown in Fig. I. 
In the moving coordinates, the equations of motion (I) become independent of time and take 

the form · 

Introducing 

and 

in eq. (3) we obtain · 

(), + 2Jl - p V2)u,xx + (). + Jl)V,xy + JlU,yy = 0 

(A. + 2JL)V,yy + (Jl- P V2)V,xx +(A. + Ji)u,xy = 0. 

u.(~. y) = tX:) u(x, y)sin(~x) dx 

vA~. y) =f., v(x, y)cos(~x) dx 

2 fao . u(x, y) =- ii,(e, y)sin(~x) d~ 
7t 0 

v(x,y)=""' ti,(~,y)cos(~x)d~, 2 fao 
7t 0 

JlUs,yy- ~(A.+ JL)ii,,y- ~ 2(). + 2Jl- pV2)ii, = 0 

(A. + 2JL)Vc,yy +~(A. + Jl)Us,y- ~ 2(p - p V 2)ii, = 0. 

Elimination offi, from (6a, b) yields the following ordinary differential equation: 

[ { :;2 - (1 - M2k2)~ 2 }{ d~2 - (I - M2)'2} J ti, = 0 

where M = V/c2 , k = c2/c,. 
The solution of the differential equation given by (7), for y ~ 0, is 

ti,(~, y) =:=A (~)e-{rJ<I- Mlk2J + B(Oe-~rJo,.. M2> 

(3a, b) 

(4a, b) 

(5a, b) 

(6a, b) 

(7) 

(8) 

where the unknown functions A (0 and B(~) are to be determined using the boundary conditions 
of the proposed problem. 

y y 

~-------VT--------~ 

0 -d d X X 
v 

Fig. I. Geometry and coordinate system. 
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Employing (8) in eqs (6a, b), we obtain 

u(c; )= A(c;) e-~yJ<I-M2k2J+.j(l-M2)B(c;)e-{YJ<I-M\ y~O. (9) 
• 'y .j(l - M2k2) 

Therefore, the stress components given by 

Uyy = A.(u,x + V,y) + 2~V,y 

u .. Y = ~(u,y + v, .. ) (lOa, b) 

become 

(I Ia, b) 

with 

and 

(12a, b) 

Let four co-planar Griffith cracks of finite length located along the X -axis be moving steadily with 
velocity V in the X -direction so that their positions, referred to translating coordinates (x, y, z ), 
are a~ lxl ~ b, c ~!xi~ don y = 0. 

The boundary conditions of the proposed problem on account of the symmetry with respect 
to the y-axis are 

v(x, 0) = 0, x e / 1 , /h / 5 

a .. y(x, 0) = 0, 0 < x < oo 

ayy(x;O)= -p, xe/2,/4 

where / 1 = (0, a), /2 = (a, b), / 3 = (b, c), /4 = (c, d), 15 = (d, oo ). 
Using the condition (14) in (lib) we find that A(;) and B(O are related by 

2 
B(e) =- 2 _ M2 A(e). 

With the help of the boundary condition (13), we obtain from ( 12b) 

fo'.o A(c;)cos(ex)de =0, xe/1,/3>/5 • 

Substitution of (lla) in (15) yields, with the aid of (16) 

where 
p 

P=-. K' 

fiX) . Pn 
Jo eA(e)cos(;x)de= 2~, 

( 13a--c) 

(14) 

(15a, b) 

(16) 

(17a-c) 

(18a, b) 
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METHOD OF SOLUTION 

In order to solve the set of five integral equations given in eqs ( 17) and (18), we assume 

. 1 fb 1 fd 
A (0 = ~ a h(s 2)sin(~s) ds + ~ c g(t 2)sin(~t) dt (19) 

where h(s 2) and g(t 2) are unknown functions to be determined from the boundary conditions. 
Inserting the value of A(O from eq. (19) in eq. (17), it is found that this choice of A(O leads 

to the equations · r h(s 2
) ds = 0 and f g(t 2

) dt :;::; 0. (20a, b) 

Further substituting A(O from eq. (19) in (18a), we obtain 

Rewriting this equation as 

where 

f
b sh(s2) fd tg(t 2) '_ nP 

2 2 ds + 2 2 dr - 2 , 
aS-X cl-X ll 

f
b sh(s 2) n 
- 2--2ds =-F(x), x e/2 

aS -X 2 

F(x) = ~ - ~ Id tg(t2) dt 
ll 7t c t2- x2_ 

and using finite Hilbert transform technique [9], we obtain 

, pJ(s2- a2) 2 J(s2- a2) fd J(t2- b2) tg(t2) C1 

h(s-)=/i b2-s2 -; b2-s2 c t2-a2 t2-s2dt + J[(s2-a2)(b2-s2)]' (21) 

where we have used 

fb J(b
2

- x
2
) x dx n J(t

2
- b

2
) 1 

a x2- a2 (s2- x2)(t2- x2) = 2 12- a2 12- s2. 

The constant C1 is to be determined from eq. (20). . 
Substituting the value of h(s 2

) from (21) in (19) and using the resulting value of A(e) in the 
boundary condition (IS b) we obtain, using the results 

fb.J(s
2 
._ a

2
) s ds . 7t [J(r2

- a
2
) J(x

2
- a2)] 1 

a b2- s2 (s2- x2)(t2- s2) = 2 12- b2 - x2- b2 t2- x2 

and 
1T. 

for x e/4 , 

the singular integral equation 

f d J(e _ b2) rg(r2> 7t [P c. J -2--2 -2--2dt = -
2 

- + 2 2 , x e/4. 
r I -a t -X /l X -a 

Again using the finite Hilbert transform technique [9], we obtain 

, . p J[<t2- a2) (t2- c2)] J(d2- a2) c. J(r2- c2) 
g(t·) = -;i (t2- b2)(d2- 12) + c2- a2 J[(r2- a2)(t2- b2)(d2- r2)] 

C2J(r2- a2) 

where we have used 

f J(~: = ;:) (x2- :2)d(:2 _ 12) = -~ J(~: = ::) 12 ~ a2 

and the constant C2 is to be determined using the condition given by eq. (20). 
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Next, substituting the value of g(t 2) from(22) in eq. (21) and finally using the following results: 

(23) 

To determine the values of the unknown constants C1 and C2 , we substitute g(t 2) and h(s 2) 

given by (22) and (23) in (20) and obtain • 

K'·d Ja.b + Ka.b J'·d p J(c2 _ a2) C _ a,b c,d c,d a,b _ __ 
J - J<,d JO,b + J<,d Ja,b 11 d2 _ Q2 

a,b c,d a,b c,d r 

Ka,b J<.d _ K'·d JG.b p C _ c,d a,b a,b c,d 
2 - J<.d JO,b + J<.d JO,b -;; 

a,b c.d a,b c.d r 
where 

(24a, b) 

and 

(25a-c) 

Insertion of the values of h(s 2
) and g(t 2) as given by eqs (22) and (23) in the expressions (25) 

yields, after some algebraic manipulation, 

2J.lK 
[cry,(X, O)]o<x<a = -- [F1 (x) + F2(x) + F3(x) + F4(x) + F6(x) + F7 (x)] 

1t 

(26a-c) 
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· u [J(c2- x2) _1 J[<c2- x
2
)(d

2
- u

2
)] _1 J(d3

- u
2
)] 

g2(u, x) = y'[(u2- b2)(u2- a2)] d2- x2 tan (d2- x2)(u~- c2) -tan u2- cl 

X 1 = y'[(x 2
- a 2)(x2- b 2)] 

xl = y'[(x2- c2) (x2- d2)] 
(s2- r2)u tan_, J[<u2- p2)(x2- q2)] 

rq . (q2- u2)(x2- p2) 
L~.nr) = J" y'[(s2- u2)J(r2- u2)] du. (27a-k) 

STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR 

The dynamic stress intensity factors are given by 

N. = lim y'[2(a- x)][uyy(x, O)Jo<x<a 
. x-a-

(28a-d) 

Employing (26) in (28) we obtain 

}-lKC1 
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(29a-d) 

It is interesting to note that the crack opening displlicements depend on the crack velocity V, but 
in the plane of the cracks the stresses and· stress intensity factors are independent of the velocity 
of the moving cracks in an infinite elastic medium. 

S'I,'ATEMENT OF PROBLEM II AND ITS FORMULATION 

In this case, we consider an infinite homogeneous isotropic material with four co-planar 
Griffith cracks located at Y = 0, a ~ lXI ~ b, c ~.lXI ~ d and subjected to uniform internal pressure 
q. In the absence of body force, the equations of equilibrium in terms of displacement are 

(,l. + 2Jl}[U,xx + V,xr1 + Jl[U,rr- V,xr1 = 0 

and 
(). + 2Jl)[U,xr + v,rr1 + Jl[V,xx -'u,xrl = 0. (30a, b) 

Since the problem exhibits a state of symmetry about Y = 0, we can restrict our attention to a single 
half-space occupying the region Y ;;;, 0. 

The equations (30) are to be solved subject to the boundary conditions 

v(X, 0) = 0, lXI ~a, b ~ lXI ~ c, lXI ;;;, d 

O'xr(X, 0) = 0, -oo <X< oo 

urr(X, 0) = -q, a~ lXI ~ b, c ~ lXI ~d. 

In view of the boundary conditions, the appropriate integral solutions of eq. (30) are 

u(X, Y) = ~ f'' [ C(~) + D(e) { Y- ~ ).). : 3
:} ]e-~r sin( eX) de 

and 

Therefore, 

O'yy(X, Y) =-~ f" [~C(~) + { Y~-).: J.l} D(e)J e-~r c~s(~X) de 

(3la-c) 

(32) 

(33a, b) 

(34a, b) 

Uxr(X, Y) ='=-~ t" [ ~C(e) + {Ye-A.). :
2
:} D(e)J e-~r sin( eX) de. (35a, b) 

It may be noted that the displacement and stress components given by (34) and (35) cannot 
be derived from the corresponding expressions of the dynamic problem given in (11) and (12) on 
setting M = 0. . 

The functions C(e) and D(e) are to be determined from the boundary conditions (31)-(33), 
which yield 

(36) . 

and the following set of five integral equations 

t" C(e)cos(ex) de = o, x e / 1 , / 3 , Is (37a-c) 

roo Qrr Jo eqe)cos(eX) de = 2Jl' X E /2, /4, (38a, b) 

where Q = (). + 2Jl)/2(A. + J.l)q and~ (j = 1, 2, ... , 5) are the intervals defined earlier in problem I. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of crack opening displacement with x/b on the crack of the outer pair for problem I. 

METHOD OF SOLUTION AND QUANTITIES OF PHYSICAL INTEREST 

The integral equations given by (37) and (38) are found to be the same as those given by eqs 
(17) and (18) with th.e exception that P is replaced by Q. Therefore, the same technique as that 
used in problem I can be employed to obtain 

(39a,b) 

Stresses in the regions 0 < X < a, b < X < c, X > d are found to be the same as that given in 
(26), the only change being that P is replaced by Q. 
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The amounts of energy in opening the cracks a~ lXI ~ b, c ~ lXI ~ d are given by 
E = 2E1 + 2E2 , where 

£ 1 = 21f [urr(X, O)v(X, 0)] dXI 

E2 = 2lf [O'yy(X. O)v(x. 0)] dxl. (40a, b) 

Equations (40) can be simplified, with the aid of (33) and (39), to 

where 

II 

b 

Fig. 3. Variation of crack opening displacement with x/b on the crack of the inner pair for problem I. 
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Fig. 4. Variation of crack opening displacement with x jb on the crack of the inner pair for problem I. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Numerical results for the stress intensity factors and crack opening displacement, defined as 
~v(x, 0) = v(x, o+)- v(x, o-), for different values of the parameters are presented in this section. 
Numerical calculations have been carried out for both the dynamic and static problems. As the 
crack velocity is less than the Rayleigh wave velocity, it is reasonable to take the value of Mas 
less than 0.9194. 

Problem I 

Variations of crack opening displacement for different values of crack speed, crack lengths and 
the separating distance between the cracks have been plotted in Figs 2-4. It is interesting to note 
from these graphs that the crack opening displacement on both the cracks decreases with increase 
in the value of Mat the onset and takes its minimum value at M = 0. 7415, after which it increases 
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Fig. 5. Stress intensity factor vs a/b at the edge x =a. 
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Fig. 6. Stress intensity factor vs a/b at the edge x =b. 
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Fig. 8. Stress intensity factor vs ajb at the edge x =d. 
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Fig. 9. Stress intensity factor vs c /b at the edge x ~a . 
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Fig. 10. Stress intensity factor vs c/b at the edge x =b. 
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Fig. II. Stress intensity factor vs c /b at the edge x =c. 
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Fig. 12. Stress intensity factor vs c/b at the edge x =d. 
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3.0 

with increase in the value of M. It has also been depicted in Figs 3 and 4 that on each of the cracks, 
crack opening displacement decreases as the crack length decreases. 

It has been mentioned earlier that the stress intensity factors at the crack tips are independent 
of crack speed and are found to depend on the crack lengths and the separating distance be
tween the cracks. Variation of stress intensity factors with ajb for different values of cjb, djb 
and that with c fb for different values of a/b and dfb are plotted in Figs 5-8 and Figs 9-12 
respectively. 

It has been found that the effect of variation of the length of either the inner or the outer pair 
of cracks is mote prominent on the stress intensity factors at the edges of the cracks whose lengths 
are varying compared to its effect on the stress intensity factors at the tips of the cracks whose 
lengths are kept fixed. 
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Fig. 13. Variation of crack opening displacement with X /b on the crack of the inner pair for problem II. 
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Fig. I 4. Variation of crack opening displacement with X fb on the crack of the inner pair for problem II. 

Problem II 

Figures 13-15 show the variations of crack opening displacement for different values of the 
parameters ajb, cjb and djb. They show that crack opening displacement on a crack of fixed 
length increases with increase in the length of the other crack, as expected from the physical 
standpoint. 
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Fig. I 5. Variation of crack opening displacement with X Jb on the crack of the outer pair for problem II. 
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Abstract. In an infinite isotropic clastic medium :initially in a state of uniform ·anti-plane shear, the problem of 
non-symmetric extension 'of an infinitesimal flaw into a plane shear crack due to two ide~!ical linearly varying plane 
SH-w~ves with non-parallel wave fronts has been analyzed. Fracture is assumed to initiate .~t a point a finite time after 
the waves intersect there and the crack is assumed to extend non-symmetrically along the tr·~ce of the wave intersection. 
Following Cherepanov [10], Cherepanov and Afanas'ev [II] the general solution ·of the problem has been· derived in· 
terms of analytic function of complex variable. Numerical results have been presented 'to illustrate the nature or' 
variation of the stress intensity factors and the rate of energy flux into the crack edges wit!{ the speed of the crack tips 

· and also with the time after frac(ure initiation. 

1. Introduction 

Sinee Broberg's [1] investigation· of the solution of a crack expanding symmetrically with 
constant velocity under conditions of plane stress or strain in a homogeneous isotropic elastic 
medium in a field of spatially and time invariant tensile stress, a number of papers have 
appeared analyzing different geometrical situations. Craggs [2] later sobed the same problem 

. as that done by Broberg but he used the method of homogeneous hnction to obtain the· 
solution. Achenbach and Brock [3] considered the wave motion gcm·ratcd by a uniformly 
extending shear crack in a body in a state of uniform anti-plane shear. The case of a crack 
·expanding in an anisotropic medium was considered by Atkinson [4]. This work was later 
.extended by Burridge and Willis [5], who solved the prob!'em of a crack with elliptical 
cross-section expanding symmetrically with uniform speed in an anisotropic medium. All the . 
problems mentioned above arc however self-similar ones with index (0, 0) and arc concerned 
with symmetric e)\pansion of cracks. 

Problems involving non-symmetric extension of cracks under uniform loading along the 
crack surface.-are seldom found in the literature perhaps due to severe mathematical complex
ity encountered in solving· such problems. Following the method of homogeneous functions 
developed by Craggs [2], non-symmetric extension of a smitH flaw into a plane crack 

. under polynomial form of loading was solved by Brock [6]: Followin~; the same procedure, 
:Brock [1] also 'solved the problem of non-symmetric extension of a crack due to incidence 
of plane dilatational waves. The problem of determining the dynamk stress field due to a. 
plane dislocation moving in an infinite elastic medium was formulated by Ang and Williams 
[8] in terms .. of Fourier integral equation and solved in closed form. Recently, Georgiadis [9] 
has developed an integral equation approach to self-similar plane elastodynamic problems. 
He considered the elastodyna~ic problem of an expanding crack urider homogeneous poly
nomial form loading and reduced it to the solution of a Cauchy integral equation. 
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In this paper, non-symmetric extension of an infinitesimal flaw into a plane shear crack at a 
constant rate due to the action of two identical non-parallel plane SH-waves propagating 
towards each other in an infinite isotropic elastic medium which .is initially in a state of uniform 
anti-plane shear has been treated. A finite time after the crossing of the plane wave fronts, a 
fracture is assumed to initiate along the line where the wave fronts crossed and the crack edges 
are then assumed to travel non-symmetrically with different constants speeds. Superposition 
considerations allow the original problem to be separated into three self-similar problems with 
(0,0), (0, 1) and (1,0) as the index of self-similarity. Following Cherepanov [10], Cherepanov and 
Afanas'ev [11] the mentioned self-similar problems have all been formulated as some probleins 
of Riemann and Hilbert for half-plane, which are solved easily. Out of all the existing similarity 
techniques, the method of Smirnov-Sobolev [12] which has been used extensively by 
Cherepanov [10], Cherepanov and Afanas'ev [11] being the most elegant and straight forward 
has been used to solve our problem. Analytical expressions for the dynamic stress intensity · 
factors at the crack tips and also the· rate of energy flux into the crack edges have been derived. 
Finally, the nature of the variation of the stress intensity factors and the energy flux rate at the 
crack tips with the velocities of the crack edges and also with the time after crack initiation have 
been depicted by means of graphs. The development of a crack initiating at a point being a 
physically realistic model from the point of view of modelling of earthquake sources; this 
problem also has application in seismology. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

Let two identical plane waves defined by 

(I a, b) 

referring to coordinate system (x, y, z) where 

and H( ) is Heaviside's unit function, propagate through the infinite solid which is pre-stressed 
such that 

(!c) 

Let us assume that at c = 0 the non-parallel plane waves intersect at x = y = o: A micro crack 
is assumed to appear at c = c0"at x = y = 0 which starts to extend bilaterally along the trace of 
the, wave inter~ection with uniform velocities Vt and v2. The expanding crack, the circular wave 
front associated with its motion and the plane wave front are shown in Fig. l(a). 

In effect crack extension occurs by removing the stresses which would be generated in the 
crack plane by' the combiqcd applied static and dynamic fields if no cracks were present. 

Accordingly, . both the . crack . faces arc · subjected to shear tractions cq ual to 
-a- 2A 0 (c2 t + x cos 00 ). 

The anti-symmetry of this loading about the crack plane implies that it is sufficient to 
consider the half-plane y :> 0 with bounding surface y = 0. The boundary conditions for this 
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Fiy. /(a). The expanding crack and the pattern of wave front. 
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Fio. l(h). Mapping of the interior of the semi-circle OABCDE in x-y plane on the lower half of th: complex z-planc. 
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half-plane are ~hen given by 

~~ 

y = 0, -11 2 t' < x < v1 t'; a,..= -a- 2A 0c 2 t0 - 2A 0 (c 2 t' + xcos00 ), 

.1'=0, x>u 1 t', x< -v2 t'; W=O, (2a,b) 

where t' = t - 10 • 

Equation (2a) shows that invoking superpos1t1on principle the proposed problem can 
be divided into three separate problems of a constant shear traction, a shearing stress 
linearly varying with time and shear linea·rly varying with distance along the crack 
plane. 

3. Constant shear traction on the crack faces 

The wave motion generated by constant shear tractions on the faces of the crack defined by 
y = 0, - v2 t < x < v1 t has been considered in this section and for simplicity 1 instcud oft'· has 
been used. The boundary conditions are 

y = 0, -v2 t"< x < V 1 t; ay= = -po, 

y = 0, X > V1l, X < - V2 l, W = 0, . 
where p0 ==a+ 2A0 c2 t0 • 

The displacement W which satisfies the wave equation 

(3a,b) 

(4) 

is to be determined subject to the boundary conditions _given by (3). From the boundary 
co11ditions we observe that DW/8t shows dynamic similarity and is a homogeneous function of 
degree zero in x/t and y/t. Therefore, by the functionally invariant method of SrnirnoiT and 
Sobolev [12] we can write 

(5) 

where 

t - x:: + yJc2 
2 

- z2 = 0. (6) 

The sign of the radical is to be fixed by the condition that 

as::--. x., Jc2 2
- ~ = iz + O(z- 1

). (7) 
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Equation (6) maps the semi-circular region of the cylindrical waves defined by OABCDE to the 
lower half of the complex cut z-plane given by 

(8) 

as shown in Fig. l(b). 
In view of (5) and (6) we find 

i')(Jr [ i)z] ----:,-= = 11 Re ¢0(::)-:;--- , 
1'1 t·.l' 

so that 

C(Jy: • I - I J -2 2 -~-(x,O,I)=-Re[-11.:.¢0 (::) c2 -z]. 
ot . t 

(9) 

Therefore the boundary conditions (3) are converted to the following conditions in z-plane 

Imz = 0, -v2 1 < Rez < v[ 1
, Re¢0 (z) = 0, (10) 

lmz = 0, Rez < -v,2 1
, Rez > v[ 1

, lm </J'o(z) = 0. (II) 

In order to determine the analytic function ¢ 0 (z) subject to the conditions (I 0), (II) it is necessary to 
know the behavior of the function ¢0 (z) when z-+ v[ 1

, -vi 1 and z-+ oo. The infinite point of the 
::-plane corresponds to the origin of the coordinate of the physical plane where the displacement W 
is limited. Hence taking the representation (5) into account, we obtain 

Re ¢ 0 (z) = 0(1) as :: -HFJ. (12) 

Further the condition (1·1) after integration with respect to z may be put in the form 

Im:: = 0, Re:: < -1'2 1
, Rez > v[ 1

,_ lm qJ 0 (z) = 0. (13) 

Moreover, the displacement derivative oW/ot. near the crack tips X= v, I, -[l2 I should show 
square root singularities so that at ::-+ v! 1

, - v2 1 

(14) 

respectively. 
The above boundary conditions given by (10) and (13) together with the consideration (12) 

and (14) suggest that 

(15) 

where A and B are unknown constants to be determined. 
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Integrating (9) with respect to t it can be easily shown that for X > 0 

{ J _2 2 rtx f''x z¢o(z)dz } 
CTy:(x, 0, t) = -1-l Re [¢0 (z) c2 - z 1 2• + J _ , 

r:;' c2 2 - zl 

· { I -rtx 7 (·1. (~) d 7 } • _ 2 2 -rtx - f'O "- -
CTy:(- x, 0, t) - --1-l Re [¢0 (z)j Cz - z ] -ci' + J _ · 

-c:;' c2 2 - z2 
(16a,b) 

Next using the boundary conditions that 

CTy:(x,O,t)=-p0 , O::::;;x<v 1 t, 

CT)..(-x,O,t)= -p 0 , -v2 t< -x::::;;O, 

in (16a, b) respectively we obtain two linear equati'ons in A and B viz; 

t I ( - 1 - 1) ·+ BI ( - 1 - 1) Po f 2 V1 , IJ2 1 V1 , ll2 = -, 
. ll 

AI ( -1 -1) BI ( -1 -1) Po zV2 ,vl - 1Vz ,vl =-, (17a,b) 
1-l 

where 

fu zP dz 
I p(u, ll) = . , 

r;' j(z2 
- Cz 2 )(u - z)(v + z) 

(p =I, 2). 

The stress intensity factors at the crack tips lxl = P1t,y = 0 and lxl = 1• 2 t,y = 0 defined by 

respectively arc obtained with the help of ( 15) and ( 16) as 

d- vf 
--(A +Bvi), 
r 1 + Vz 

The rate of energy flux into the extending crack edges defined by dE/dt is given by [3] 

~ ~E = f·x. CTy: a~ dx, 
2 I - I. (I( 

(18a,b) 

(19) 
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which is obtained with the aid of (5), (15) and (16) for this case as . 

(20) 

where while carrying on the integration (19) the following result [13] 

H(r') H(- v) n . 
---=-c)(u) 
Jv ~ 2 

(21) 

has been used. 

4. Problem of linearly increasing shear traction with time on the crack faces 

For the case of shear tractions on the faces of the crack increasing linearly with time, the 
boundary conditions are 

(22) 

y=O, x>v 1 t, x<-v2 t, W=O, (23) 

where p1 = 2A 0 cz. 
The second order derivative 82 WjiJt 2 now shows dynamic similarity which can be taken as the 

real part of the analytic function c/J 1(z) so that 

which implies 

:1' I 
u-(J)': , J 2 2 
-~ (x, 0, t) = ·- Re[- Jrzc/J 1 (z) c2 - z ], 
(](- I . . 

where: is given by (8) and c/J 1(z) satisfies the conditions 

Im:=O, -r:2 1 <Re.:<v!\ RecjJJ(z)=O, 

lm: = 0, Re: < -,-v:J 1
, Rez > uj' 1

, Im c/J'1(z) = 0. 

Integrating (24), we obtain 

W = h: 2 Rc r= (: - d¢'1 lr) dr, 
f •. 1 

• I 

(24) 

(25} 

(26) 

(27), 

(28) 

(29) 
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so that 

(30) 

Taking into consideration the facts that near the crack tips x = v 1 I, - P2 t; )' == 0 the displace
ment W varies in direct proportion to the factors jv1t- x, Jv;t+~. respectively and that as 

Re ¢ 1(z) = 0(1), 

we have in view of the conditions (26), (27) and also (30), the result that 

(31) 

where the constants C, D arc to be determined from the condition that on the crack surface 
stress ay: = -p 1t. 

From (25) after integration, we derive for. x > 0 . 

· I -rfx { _ r(t/x + r) ·} a,~.=(-x,O,t)=f1xRe _ Jc2
2 -r2

- J· 
2 2 

¢ 1(r)dr. 
' -r,1 {2 - r 

(32a,b) 

Therefore, using the boundary conditions that 

a ... =(x,O, t) = -p 1t, 0 ~ x < v1t, 

ay=(-x.O,l) = --p 1t, -v2 t < -x ~ 0, 

we obtain by the help of (32a,b) after simplification 

CJ ( - I - I ) DJ ( - I - 1) pI 
1 v1 , v2 + 2 v1 , v2 = -, 

fl 

CJ ( - I - 1 ) DJ ( - I · - 1) pI 
1 V2 ~ Vt - 2 V2 , Vt = -, (33a,b) 

f1 

where 

I
, .. 

J 1(r!'.r2 1l= _: [{.8r+3(v2 1 -cj" 1)}M(r,vj" 1,u2 1)+N(r,r! 1,F2 1
)· 

c, 
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with 

The stress intensity factors at the crack tips defined by 

are found to be 

(34a,b) 

and in this case the rate of energy flux dE2fdz into the crack edges defined by ( 19) is obtained as 

(35) 

where while carrying on the integration (19)"the use of the result (21) has again been made. 

5. Problem of linearly varying shear traction with distance along the crack plane 

Consider the initially undisturbed half-space y ~ 0 subjected to the shear traction - p2 x over 
y = 0. -u2 1 < x < v1t. The boundary conditions arc 

.\' = 0, -Vzl < .'\ < V1/; ay= = -p2X, 

y=O, x>v 1 t, x< -v2 t, W=O, 

where p2 = 2A 0 cos 00 . 

(36a,b) 
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In this case. ('1 2 W/c1x c"Jt shows dynamic similarity. So, keeping (8) in mind, 

with 

where cp 2 (z) satisfies the conditions 

Im: = 0, -!•2 1 < Rez·< v\ 1
, Re¢ 2 (:) = 0, 

lm:=O, Rc::< -v2 1
, Rc:>t'l', lmrj/2 (z)=0. 

From (37a) after integration it is found that 

so that 

2 d {I aw} -z - -- = Recp 2(z). 
dz t at 

(37a,b) 

(38a,b) 

Since C.W/ct ncar the crack tips should show square root singularity and also since 
Re cp 2 (z) = 0(1) as:-+ :x;, we have in view of the conditions (38) 

where the constants R, L ure to be determined. 
Equation (37b) can be integrated to obtain for x > 0 

f tf.< { t ( - !X } 
cr,.=(x, 0, t) = JIX Re ~ J c2 

2 
- ! 2 + J _, , ¢ 2 (•) d!, 

r;-' X! x c2 - - ,-

So using the boundary conditions that 

cr,Ax, 0, I) = - p2 x. 

ar=(- x, 0, I)::::: p2 x, 

0 ~X.< v1t, 

-· lJ 2 ( < - X ~ 0, 

(39) 

(40a, b) 
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it is found by the help of (39), (40) 

(41) 

where 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 f 
.. ,. 

K 1(v 1 ,L'z )= ,.,. [P(r,v 1 ,t• 2 )-r Q(r,v 1 ,v2 )]dr, 

and 

In this case, the stress intensity factors arc obtained as 

(42a,b) 

The rate of energy Oux d£ 3 /dt into the extending crack edges is found to be 

(43) 

where the result (21) has been used. 
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6. Particular case: v1 = 1•2 

If we set v 1 = L' 2 ~ u in all the cuses solved above, the following results are obtained 

(i) For the case of constant traction a,.: = ·- p0 on the crack faces, we find from ( 17) that 

B = 0, 
VPo 

A=--, 
JlE(q) 

where E(q) is the complete elliptic integral of second kind and q = )1 - v2/d. Equations 

( 18) yield the stress intensity factor at the crack tips as 

Also from (20) we obtain 

dE1 lint J 2 . 2 2 
-= -- c2 -v A. 
dr c2 

(ii) For the case of shear traction a>"== -p 1t on the crack fac'es increasing linearly with time, it 

is found from (39) that 

D = 0, 

where 

2d ' 
I= 2E(q)- F(q) + ( . -2 2 ) {2vll(r2

, r) + (P + c2 )F(r)}, 
v + c2)(v - c2 

F(r), ll(r2
, r) are complete elliptic integrals of first and third kind respectively and 

r = (c 2 - v)/(c 2 + v). 
In this case, the stress intensity factors and the rate of energy flux into the extending crack 

tips given by (34) and (35) can. be simplified to 

and 

dt 

3 
tmr J .2 2c2 - ·- ,, - v . 

c·z -
d£2 ·---- = 
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(iii) For the case of shear traction u y: = - p2x on the crack faces, it is obvious from (41) that 

p, tJ 
R = 0, L = ,;f' 

where 

2c 2 

J = 2
, , '{2vn(r2

, r) + (v + c2 )F(r)}- E(q)- F(q) 
(v + c2 )(v- - c2) 

and it is found from (42), (43) that stress intensity factors at the crack tips and the rate of 
energy flux into the extending crack edges in this case arc given by 

and 

7. Numerical results and discussions 

The solution of the original crack problem is obtained by taking p0 = u + 2A 0 c2 t0 , p 1 = 2A 0 c2 

and p2 = 2A 0 cos 00 and superposing the results obtained in Sections 3-5 with the stress fields 
given by (I). Taking together the results obtained in the Sections 3-5 it is possible to write the 
stress intensity factors at the edges of the crack and the rate of energy flux into the extending 
crack edges as · 

(44a,b) 

and 

(45) 
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where 

11 1 cos 00 ( L · )}] - ±-+R , 

24 

8 

P2 C2llt 

A= 1 
. 8 =60° 

0 

1:= 3 

/ I 
I . I . I 

I/. I 

/ 

I 
I 

0.2 

3S~---

3S2---- -

2IEnl-·-·-·-·-

0.4 

Fiy. ~. Variati<lllS of nun-dimensional stress intensity factors S.,S 2 and energy Ilu.\ rat.: jL11j with non-dimensional speed 
r t c~. 
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and the parameter r = (tjt 0 )- I is the non-dimensionalized time after crack initiation and 
!'!. = 2A 0 c1 r0 /rr is the ratio at x = y = 0 at initiation of the crack plane stress due to the plane 
waves and the prestress. 

Also llt,ll 1 arc the non-dimensional crack tip velocities given by lit= Vt/c 2 and 

liz= Vz/c2. 
The variations of stress intensity factors and energy flux rate given by (44) and (45) 

respectively with 

li) l't/Cz for different values of Vz/Cz and With 
(ii) r for different values of Vt jc2 and !'!. have been presented in Figs. 2-4. 

It has been shown in Fig. 2 that stress intensity factors at the edge x = v1 t', y = 0 decrease with 

the increase in the values of v1/c 2 but increase with the increase in the values of v2jc2 and for 

Vt/Cz < 0.45, the stress intensity factor at the edge x = v2 t', y = 0 increases as 11 2 jc2 increases but 

for t' t /c 2 > 0.45, the variation of stress intensity factor at that edge shows an opposite character. 
It has also been shown in Fig. 2 that the value of energy flux rate 11::n1 increases with the increase 

14 I 
v 
__£_03 I c - . 

2 

v, = 0.1 
c2 

10 

11= 
0 

80=60 

8 

6 

s1 
4 s2 -----

2IEnl-·-·-·-·-·-

2 

o~~---J-------L-------L------~----~ 
0 2 3 4 5 

"t---~ 

Fi!l· 3. Variali<HlS ,,r non-dirm·nsional stress intcnsily ractors S 1• S, and energy !lux ralc ~""I with non-uirncnsionallirnc 
artcr rracwrc initiation T. · 
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I J 

i I 
I 

2 3 

s~---

s2-----
21Enl-·-· -·-·-

4 

1:----; 

5 

Fi(). 4. Variations of non-dimensional stress imcnsily factors S 1, S2 and energy nux rule lEn I wilh non-dimensional lim~ 
after fracture initiation r. 

in the value of r 1/c2 , shows maximum at v1jc2 = 0.8 after which it decreases with the increase in 
the value of vtfc2 . 

ln Fig. 3, the variations of S ~> S 2 and lEn! with r for various values of t' 1 jc 2 :::;; v2 jc 2 have been 
depicted. l t may be observed from this figure that S 1, S 2 , lEn! all increase rapidly with the 
increase in the value of r. It may be noted further that for fixed value of v2 jc 2 , values of stress 
intensity factors at the crack tips decrease with the increase in the value of l' 1 /c 2 whereas energy 
flux mtc JEnl increases with the gradual increase in the value of ~> 1 /q. 

In Fig. 4, S 1 , S2 and I En! arc again plotted vs. r but in this case, crack tip velocities arc kept 
fixed whereas !!. is assumed to vary. It may be seen that increase in the values of !!. produce 
marked increase in the value of S 1, S2 and I En I for any fixed value of r. 
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SH-WAVE PROPAGATION ACROSS A VERTICAL STEP 
IN TWO JOINED ELASTIC HALFSPACES 

A. N. DAS and M. L. GHOSH (DARJEELING) 

A SH-wave propagates in a medium consisting of two welded quarter-spaces of different materials and 
exhibiting a stcp;like change in elevation at the interface. The transmitted and reflected waves at a large 
distance from the step are determined by reducing the problem to an integral equation, using the Green 
function method and applying the method of stcepc.~t descent. 

1. Introduction 

The problem of propagation of elastic waves in the presence of surface irregularities 
has been studied by several investigators. ABUBAKAR [ 1) studied the effect of an irregular 
surface with an isolated irregularity like a trough or ditch on the incident harmonic P
and SV-waves. Propagation of a Love wave in a elastic layer having an irregular boundary 
overlying a rigid half-space has been treated by WOLF [2] using the perturbation technique. 
The transmission of elastic waves across a step-like irregularity in the surface of an elastic 
half-space is of great importance in seismology in connection with the propagation of waves 
from the ocean basins to continental regions and vice versa. KNOPOFF and HUDSON (3] 
studied the transmission of Love waves past a continental margin considering the crust 
to have an abrupt increase in thickness on the continental side. The transmission of 
SH -waves across .a step-like irregularity at the surface of an elastic half-space was also 
considered by BOSE [4). SATO [5] discussed the problem of propagation of Love waves in 
an ,elastic layer of variable. thickness overlying a semi-infinite elastic medium. Approximate 
expressions for the transmission and reflection factors are obtained by the application of 
a method based on the Wiener-Hopf technique. 

In this paper, we consider the propagation of S H -wave in a medium consisting of 
two welded quarter-spaces of different materials and having a step-like change in el
evation at the vertical interface. The problem is reduced to an integral equation by 
using the Fourier transform and Green's funct~on methods and, finally, by applying the 
method of steepest descent, the transmitted and reflected fields at large distance from 
the step have been determined. It may be mentioned in this connection that the prob
lem of transient shear wave in a half-space· composed of two elastic quarter-spaces of 
different materifils which are subjected to time-dependent shear tractions at the free sur
face, parallel to plane of junction, has been solved by ACHENBACH [8]. DATIA and 
MITRA [7] also considered the 8/J-wave propagation in a composite elastic medium con
sisting of an elastic quarter-space welded to a uniform layer of different shear wave vel
ocity. Recently, DAS and GHOSH [8] have solved the problem on transmission of time 
step S H -wave across a rectangular step using integral transform and Green's function 
technique. 
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:Z. Formulation or the Problem 

We consider two quarter-spaces of different materials joined along the common bound
ary X = 0 in such a way that there is a step change in elevation at the free surface. We 
consider the coordinate axes as shown in Fig. I. Denoting the coordinates of a point in 
the X-Z plane by (X, Z), we take the incident plane SH-wave as exp[i(wt-l\2X)] where 
K2 = wfcz, so that the propagation proceeds from the higher side to the lower side of 
the step. 

FIG. I. 

The boundaries Z = 0, X < 0, Z = JJ, X > 0 and X = 0, 0 ~ Z ~ Hare assumed 
to be stress-free. Omitting the time factor exp(iwt) let V1(X, z), V2(X, Z) be the SH-wave 
displacement component in two media (I) and (II), respectively, in Y -direction which is 
perpendicular to the plane of the paper. 

The field equations are wave equations in the two media and boundary conditions are 
the following: (i) - the outer boundary is stress-free, and (ii) - the displacements and 
stresses are continuous on the interface X = 0, Z > H. Jl, p, c are assumed to be the 
modulus of rigidity, density and shear wave velocity with appropriate subscript for each 
of the two media. 

Introducing the dimensionless quantities 

X 
X=

H' 
z 

z =
H' 

we get from the wave equations and the boundary conditions 

(2.1) [ 
{)2 ()2 ) 

(Jx2 + (J;;2 + kf v, = 0, 

[
02 az ] 

{)xZ + ();;Z + k~ Vz = 0; 

(2.2) Ovzi · 1'2 -{) • = 0 for 0 < z < 1, 
X z=IJ 

OVz' Jtz/h' = 0 for x < 0; 
:coO 



(2.3) 

(2.4) 
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for z > 1; 

where II is the height of the step and ~~f = w2 H2fcr, ~';(X, Z) = u;(:r:, z). We represent 
transverse displacement in the two domains x < 0 and x > 0 in the form 

uz = 2coskzx + vHx, z), x < 0, z > 0, 
(2.5) 

v1 = v1(x,z), x > 0, z > 1. 

3. Reduction to Integral Equation and Its Solution 

We introduce Green's functions G1(x,::: 7', s) and G2(x, z: rt, u) for the medium (I) 
and (II), respectively, such that G2(x, z: u, v) is the solution of 

[::2 + ::2 + ki]Oz(x,z: u,v) = -47nS(x- u)li(z- v) 

for medium (II) with vanishing normal derivative at x < 0, :: = 0 and at :r = 0, z > 0. 
Similarly, 01 (a:, z : 7', s) is the solution of · 

(3.2) [::2 + :z2

2 + kf] Ot(x, z: 7', s) = -4;r6(x- r)6(z- s) 

and satblit:s the condition of vanishing of the normal derivative at x > 0, z = 1 and at 
X= Q, Z > 1. 

From Eqs. (2.1)2 and (3.1) we obtain, by applying Green's theorem to the medium 
(II) and using appropriate boundary condition 

(3.3) Joo [ov'] 4;rv~(u., v) = G2(0,:;: u, t•) F ch; 
I J: .r=ll 

a similar application of Green's theorem to the medium (l) yields 

(3.4) J~ [{)vi] _4;rv1(r,s)=- Or(O,z:r,s) To dz. 
I J: .r=ll 

Substitution of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) into Eq. (2.4)2 yields, with the aid of Eq. (2.4), and 
Eq. (2.5), the integral equation 

00[ . ][ ] Jlt au, J 01(0, z: 0, v) + -Oz(O,::: 0, v) ~ d:: = -8;r. 
I Jl2 UJ: .c=ll 

(3.5) 

The expression of Green's function for the medium (II) will now ·be derived using the 
Fourier cosine transform with respect to z; this reduces the determination of Gz( x, z : u, u) 
to that of a Green's function for an ordinary diiTerential equation. Accordingly, taking 
the Fourier cosine transform ~efined by 

00 

02: J Gz(x,::: u,u)cos(a::)d::, 
(I 
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we obtain from Eq. (3.1) 

dlGc 
--2 - (a2 - k~)Gz = -47rcos(at•)6(x- u) 
clx2 . 

from which we obtain in a straightforward manner 

J
~ ePzu . 

(3.6) G2(x,z: u,v) = 8 /h"cosh{lhz:)cos(av)cos(az)da, 
II 

U ~X~ 0, 

oo ePz"' . . 
= 8 J -

13 
cosh(.Bz u) cos( av) cos( a z )da, 

II 2 
-oo < x ~ u, 

where 

.Bi = o 2
- k~. 

Again introducing the Fourier cosine transform defined by 
00 

cr = f Gt(x, z: r·, s) cos a(.:- 1) cl(::- 1), 
() 

we obtain from Eq. (3.2) 

d
2ar 2 2> , > < dxl -(a - k1 G1 = -47rCOSa(s- 1 6 x- r), 

from which it follows that 
00 -13tr · 

(3.7) Gt(;z;, z: 1', s) = 8 J =---a- cosh(.Bix) ooso·(s- 1) cosa(z- 1) da, 0 ~ X ~ 7' 
II 1-'1 

oo e-Pt"' . . 
= 8 J ~ cosh(.B1 r·) cosa(s- 1) cosa(z- l)da, r· ~ x ~ oo, 

() 1-'1 

where 

f3t = a 2
- kf. 

On substituting the values of Gt(O, z : 0, v) and Gz(O, z : 0, v) from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.6) in 
Eq. (3.5), we obtain 

J [~tit] dz j [cosa(v- 1)cosa(z -1) + Pt cos(av)cos(a:)] da = -71', 

1 
x ,_., 

0 
.81 P2 .Bz 

J [~:1] dz ] cosa(v- 1)cosrx(z- 1) da = -71' _ Pt ] [~:~] dzx 
I . .:-o 0 f3t Jl2 I .r=U 

Joo cos(ov)cos(oz) d 
x f3 a. 

() 2 

Thking the inverse Fourier cosine transform with respect to a-, we get 

(3.8) J [OVJ] cosa-(z-l) dz = -2 j cosrx(v-l)dv- 21' 1 ] [OVJ] dz 
ox .r-o .Bt 1rpz ox :r=u · 

I I I 

00 ( ) . 00 . x J c~(~; dr J cos(rv)cosa-(u- 1) dv, 
II I 
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where ih(r) is obtained from iJz by replacing a by r. Next, using the formulae 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

co J coso(v- l)dtl = 7rb(o), 
1 

co 1 J sino(v- l)dtl =-
. a 

' 
it can be easily shown that 

00 • 

(3.11) J 11" T~T 
cos(rv)coso(v -l)dv = 2 cosr[6(r + o) + 6(r- o)]- rZ _ 02 , 

I 

where 6( x) is the Dirac 6-function. . 
Using these results and after a little algebraic manipulation it can be easily shown that 

(3.8) reduces to the form 

(3.12) J[OVt] cosa'(.:-l)dz=-271"Jlzf31/h6(o)+ 

1 OX r•ll Jllf3t + 1'2/h 

· + (3/JtPt (3 j [~t11 ]_ sin(oz)sinodz+ 
Jll I + Jlz 2 I (IX r•ll 

2JJif3tf32 Joo [ov1] l Joo rcos(r:)sinr d. + - (Z T. 
7r(Jllf3t + 1'2/h.) ox z:an /3z(r)(r2- o2) 

1 II · 

4. Evaluation or Displacement 

Substituting the value of G1(0, z: r, s) from Eq. (3.7) in Eq. (3.4) and then using the 
result (3.12), the displacement in the medium I is obtained in the form 

( ) 
· 21'2k2 -ik,z 21'1 Joo e-IJ1r cos o(s- l)d 

VJ x,s = . e -- ox 
/llkl + l'2k2 11" l'tf3t + /J2/h . - u 

(4.1) 

.J00 [8v1] '( )' d 4JJIJ
00

{3ze-/3szcoso(s-l)d. x - sm o:: sm a :: - -, ox 
1 

OX. z•ll 11"" 
11 

/ll/31 + Jl2P2 

j [ov1] dz J rcos(rz)sinr dr. 

1 
ox "'"" 

0 
[32(r)(r2- o2) 

We can compute v1(z, s) iteratively solving equations (4.1) and using asymptotic values of 
integrals appearing the right-hand side of Eq. (4.1) for large values of x. 

The first iteration yields 

(4.2) 

which is obviously the displacement in medium (I) in the absence of step change in 
elevation. 
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Deriving [~v~] from the first iterate given in Eq. (4.2) and using this at the right-
vJ. r=U 

hand side of Eq. (4.1) with the aid of Eq. (3.10) it can be easily shown that the second 
term at the right-hand side of Eq. ( 4.1) takes the form 

(4.3) 

For large values of x it. can be evaluated asymptotically by the method of steepest descent; 
therefore, for large x we find 

[ ] 

1/2 
4ftJkJJ12kz /.:1 . . 

II ...... ( k k r -?- exp(11"1/4- tkla:). 
JIJ "I + Jl2 "2 • -11"X . 

(4.4) 

Similarly, with the aid of Eq. (4.2) and the result given in Eq. (3.9) the third term on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (4.1) reduces to the form 

I 
BiJIJkzttzkz J00

sin2
r

1 
Joo f3ze-h''coso(s-1) 

1 2 = --( T CCI' 
11"2(J1Jk1 + Jtzk2) f32(r) (J1J#t + Jtzfh)(a2 - r 2) · 

() () . 

(4.5) 

In order to evaluate asymptotically, for large values of x, integrals of the type 

I' = Joo f(o:) e-f31xdo: 
I (o:2-r2) • 

() 

we have to take into aceount the residue at the singularity (} = r in addition to the integral 
along the steepest descent. Thus we get 

(4.6) I( ...... 11"J(r) e-fJ1(r)x- 1!"1.: 1 f(O) exp(11"i/4- ik1x). 
[ ] 

1/2 

2r 2x r2 

Using this result in Eq. (4.5), for large values of x, we obtain 

1r 
4JtJkiJtzk2 [ 1..~1 ] • . · h - ( k k )2 -?- M exp(;rr/4- 1k1:J.:), 

Jll "I + Jl-2 '2 -iTX 
(4.7) 

Following BOSE [4] it can be shown that 

() 

2k ... 

and Y = r }(,(z)dz- Y1(Zk2)- +· 
0 

;r ·z 

2k2 

J = J Jo(z)dz- lt(2k2) 

Thus from Eqs. (4.1), (4.4) and (4.7), the second iterate, for large'· .r., is 

(4.9) ( . ) 2Jl2k2 [
1 

2(1- AJ}J11k1 { l.-1 }I/Z 1ri{J.] -ik 1x 
VJ X 1 :; = + - C C • 

J11k 1 + Jtzkz . J1Jk1 + 11zk2 2;r.r . 

If we neglect terms of order 1/x, the higher order iterates yield the same expression. 
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Now, in order to find the displacement component due to the reflected wave in the 
medium (II), we rewrite Eqs. (3.12) with the aid of Eqs. (2.4)t and (2.5)t as 

J
oo [av~] coso(z _ l)dz = 21TJ1tf3t/3z6(a) + lttf3t Joo [ovz] x 

ax ···ll Jl1P1 + Jtz/3z llJ/31 + /12/32 a;v it'•ll I ~ . 1 

• . 2Jt1/3t/32 j~ [0112] · Joo rcos(rz)sinr 
sm(o:z)smadz+ ( /3 /3) 7r dz /3( )( 2 2/r. 

7T J11 1 + Jl2 2 uX .r~U 2 T T - 0 
I U . 

Taking the i~verse Fourier cosine transform with respect to z, we get 

(4 .10) [ov!.] 2i111k1kz 2 Joo Jtt/31 a: it'"'U = - J11k1 + J12k2 + ; Jlt/31 + Jlz/3z X 
. I) 

xcosa(z-l)da] [~~z] sin(au)sinadu+ 
I X x=ll 

+ 4, Joo Jltf3tf3z cosn(z -l)da Joo [clv2] . du Joo rcos(ru)sinr dr. 
7T~ I) (pt/31 +pzf3z) 1 ax :r.~n (l /3z(r)(r2-a2) 

Thus substitution of (4.10) in (3.3) with the aid of (3.6) yields 

( 4.11) 

00 . 00[!}'] · rsm r uv2 
x J /3 ( )( 2 _ ,2) dr J a: cos(ru) du, 

() 2 T T 0' 1 X. it' .. () 

' 
where /31 and /32 are obtained from /3t and /3z by replacing a· by a'. 

Now, to solve equation (4.11) iteratively, we take the first iteration as 

(4.12) 
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(4.13) i.e.,· 

The asymptotic evaluation of Eq. (4.12) for large values of x by the method of steepest 
descent yield the first iterate as · 

(4.14) , ( ) _ -2J..It k1 [1 { 2k2 } 
112 

>ri/4] ikz:z: v2 x, v - - -- e e . 
1J1k1 + J..1"1.k2 -'lrX 

The second iterate is obtained by inserting the value of [~v~]· given in Eq. (4.13) on 
X :z:=() 

the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11) and using the results 
00 00 • 

J coso J sm o sin(oz) dz = -
0

- and cos(az) dz = 1rh(o)- ---;--
1 1 

and then evaluating the integrals on the right-hand· side of Eq. (4.11) by the method 
·steepest descent for large value of x. Thus we obtain the second iterate as 

(4.15) v2(x,v)= -2~J1k1 [t-2(1- (1-M)!J1k1){~}1/2e7fi/4]eik2"', 
1J1k1 + J..12k2 J..11k1 + J..12k2 -2n: 

where M is given in Eq. ( 4.8). 
Thus from Eqs. (2.5) and (4.15) we get 

(4.16) 

S. Numerical Results and Discussion 

To investigate the nature of the motion, we have evaluated numerically the increment 
in amplitude due to th~ step for both the transmitted and reflected waves. The results 
are shown in the form of graphs showing the variation of .;':tLl VtT with k2 for difl'erent 
values of 1'2/ /JI in Fig. 2 for the transmitted wave, and the variation J=XLl V2n with k2 
in Fig. 3 for the reflected wave, where 

. ' 2~J2k2 
LlV1T = jvJ!- k + k 

1'1 1 1'2 '2 
and 

and l'2R is the reflected part of v2• 

The value of fiLl V1T is found to increase gradually with the increase in the value of 
Jtz/JlJ, and for all values of J-12/1'1 it is found that the maximum value of JXLlVtr occurs 
at k2 = 0. 75. It is also observed from Fig. 2 that .;':tLl V1T is positive for all values of 
k2 and JLd Jt~o what means that the amplitude of transmitted wave is always greater than 
that of the transmitted wave in the absence of the step. Moreover, with the increase in 
the values of k2 the graphs show an undulating character and decreasing amplitude ot the 
motion. 

From Fig. 3 we see that the value of .;:=i' ~ V2n gradually decreases with the increase 
in the value of p.2flt 1 and shows a gradual increase as the value of k2 increases. 

/ . 
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